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ABSTRACT
Security issues in mission-critical real-time systems (e.g., command and control systems)
are becoming increasingly important as there are growing needs for satisfying information
assurance in these systems. In such systems, it is important to guarantee real-time deadlines
along with the security requirements (e.g., condentiality, integrity, and availability) of the
applications. Traditionally, resource management in real-time systems has focused on meeting
deadlines along with satisfying fault-tolerance and/or resource constraints. Such an approach
is inadequate to accommodate security requirements into resource management algorithms.
Based on the imprecise computation paradigm, a task can have several Quality of Service
(QoS) levels, higher QoS result incurs higher computational cost. Similarly, achieving a higher
level of condentially requires stronger encryption, which incurs higher computational cost.
Therefore, there exists a tradeo between schedulability of the tasks on the one hand, and the
accuracy (QoS) and security of the results produced on the other hand. This tradeo must be
carefully accounted in the resource management algorithms. In this context, this dissertation
makes the following contributions: (i) formulation of scheduling problems accounting both
deadline and security requirements of workloads in real-time systems, (ii) development of
novel task allocation and scheduling algorithms for such workloads, (iii) and evaluation of the
results through simulation studies and a limited test evaluations in one case. In particular, the
following are the three key contributions.
Firstly, the problem of scheduling a set of non-preemptable real-time tasks with security
and QoS requirements with the goal of maximizing integrated QoS and security of the system
is addressed. This problem is formulated as MILP, and then its complexity is proved to be
NP-hard. An online ecient heuristic algorithm is developed as the problem is NP-hard.
xiii
Simulation studies for a wide range of workload scenarios showed that the proposed algorithm
outperforms a set of baseline algorithms. Further, the proposed algorithm's performance is
close to the optimal solution in a specic special case of the problem.
Secondly, a static assignment and scheduling of a set of dependent real-time tasks, modeled
as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), with security and QoS requirements in heterogeneous real-
time system with the objective of maximizing Total Quality Value (TQV) of the system is
studied. This problem is formulated as MINLP. Since this problem is NP-hard, a heuristic
algorithm to maximize TQV while satisfying the security constraint of the system is developed.
The proposed algorithm was evaluated through extensive simulation studies and compared to
a set of baseline algorithms for variations of synthetic workloads. The proposed algorithm
outperforms the baseline algorithms in all the simulated conditions for fully-connected and
shared bus network topologies.
Finally, the problem of dynamic assignment and scheduling of a set of dependent tasks with
QoS and security requirements in heterogeneous distributed system to maximize the system
TQV is addressed. Two heuristic algorithms to maximize TQV of the system are proposed
because the problem is NP-hard. The proposed algorithms were evaluated by extensive sim-
ulation studies and by a test experiment in InfoSpher platform. The proposed algorithms
outperform the baseline algorithms in most of the simulated conditions for fully-connected and
shared bus network topologies.
1CHAPTER 1 Introduction
Real-time systems and their applications are widely used and spread in today's life. Exam-
ples of these applications include avionics, air trac control, factory automation and defense
(command and control). Real-time system is becoming pervasive, where more and more of the
world's infrastructure depend on it [3]. Real-time systems range from simple standalone, e.g.,
digital camera, to more sophisticate and complex systems, e.g., agile manufacturing.
1.1 What is a Real-time System?
A real-time system is that computing system where its performance is dependent not only
on correctness of the output but also on the timing of producing the output. Real-time systems
have several attributes that are important for understanding and dealing with such systems:
 Real-time tasks. Real-time task has to be completed by a specic time called deadline.
Real-time can be periodic (inter-arrival times are equal) or aperiodic (dierent inter-
arrival times and only minimum inter-arrival times are known). Real-time systems are
classied, according to tasks run on the system, to hard and soft real time systems.
Delays in hard real-time system response result in a catastrophic consequences while
delays in soft real-time systems have only degraded performance eect. Further tasks can
be preemptable (stopped before completion in favor of another task) or non-preemptable
(once started runs to completion).
 Task scheduling. Scheduling decisions in real-time computing systems have to be ecient
in assigning available resources to tasks in order to meet the timing constraints of the
tasks. A number of scheduling algorithms have been proposed and studied in the litera-
2ture for real-time systems, e.g., EDF, RM, etc [4]. Each of these algorithms has its own
advantages and disadvantages in terms of schedulability (number of guaranteed tasks),
computation overhead, resources utilization and response to dynamics of the system.
 Real-time architecture. Real-time systems can be classied, according to its structure,
into a uniprocessor, a multiprocessor or a distributed system. Uniprocessor and multi-
processor systems execute tasks on one node. Distributed system, on the other hand,
consists of several computing nodes that are connected to each other via a communica-
tion network. Distributed nodes cooperate to achieve a common goal by executing the
applications in the system.
1.2 Distributed Real-time Systems
A distributed system consists of several computing nodes that are connected to each other
via a communication network. The distributed nodes cooperate to achieve a common goal by
executing the applications in the system. To guarantee timing constraints in such systems a
deterministic communication protocols should also be employed for underlying network (e.g.,
RTP [5]). Besides the operating systems that are running on each of the nodes in the system
there are several middleware systems (distributed systems) that can be installed on the dis-
tributed nodes. A middleware refers to the set of services composed of IAA (Identication,
Authentication and Authorization), APIs (Application Programming Interfaces), and manage-
ment systems which support the needs of a distributed, networked computing environment [6].
The list of middleware systems includes:
 RCES4RTES (Recongurable Computing Execution Support for Real-Time Embedded
Systems) [7] middleware. It supports DRE systems.
 DynamicTAO [8] is an extension of the TAO middleware [9] to support adaptive ap-
plications running on dynamic environments. DynamicTAO implements concurrency,
security and monitoring mechanisms; and the dynamic migration, loading/unloading of
components at runtime.
3 The Fault-tolerant Load aware and Adaptive middlewaRe (FLARe) [10] extends TAO
and supports DRE systems. FLARe is an ecient QoS-aware component middleware.
 The Component Integrated ACE ORB (CIAO) [11] is a free implementation of Real-Time
CORBA specications [12].
 SwapCIAO [13] is an extension of CIAO middleware to support recongurable DRE
systems.
 PolyORB HI [14] is a minimal middleware core that provides common services for the
applications.
1.3 Security-sensitive Real-time Systems
In many security sensitive Real-Time Systems, it is important to guarantee the security
(e.g., condentiality, integrity and authentication) and highest quality (e.g., high resolution,
more color depth, or high rate) of exchanged information, while meeting the timing constraints.
Systems with these features and capabilities are widely used, e.g., in industry and military
applications like factory automation, smart power grid and battle eld vision systems [15,16].
Despite a possible usage of the Security Threat Estimators (STEs) to warn the RTES system of
any probable security breaches, the threat cannot be exactly assessed. The warning messages
from STE can be related to the lowest acceptable security level that should be used to encode
transmitted messages over the network. Given the lack of exact threat assessment, the security
provisions used in the system should be as high as possible, [17{19], considering the risk level
as a lowest acceptable level.
The challenge in this context is how to eciently execute applications in these mission
critical real-time systems while meeting non-functional requirements, such as timeliness, se-
curity, robustness, dependability, performance etc. This is where QoS management applies.
QoS-aware applications have an important property; they can perform at degraded levels and
still provide a satisfactory result to a certain degree of accuracy.
4In many real-time systems, tasks arrive dynamically to the system where non-preemptive
scheduling policy is preferred because it is deadlock free and has low overhead [20]. For a
team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) that is deployed in a hostile area to capture images
of some targets for analysis purpose, the security, image quality and number of images are
important. Considering one UAV at a time, the tasks (e.g. image processing jobs) in this
system (UAV) should be run in the highest possible levels of security and QoS while the
system is not overloaded. As the system load increases (i.e. more targets appear in the area),
security and QoS levels of the running tasks should be modied to give a room for the new
tasks, while meeting the timing constraints of the admitted tasks. Creating room for the
arriving tasks implies modication of the execution times of admitted tasks. Execution times
are closely connected to the security and QoS levels of the task, therefore some tasks will be the
subject of QoS and security degradation to acceptable levels that meets security and timing
constraints. On the other hand, when the system load decreases due to the departure of some
tasks (i.e. target moves out of sight), the system should increase the QoS and security levels
of some tasks to improve the performance (in terms of QoS and security). Ecient decision
on what tasks and what levels of QoS and security are the subject of the modication is not
a trivial task to do, especially if the goal is to maximize the system utility.
More involving allocation decisions arise when the application is a group of tasks that has
precedence relationships and have to communicate some data to each others. This kind of
application subtasks can be seen as more required processing stages of the captured images
by the team of UAVs. Because of the nature of this load, which can now be represented
as a task graph, a cooperative execution of applications is possible by careful assignment of
application parts to dierent sites (UAV nodes). The allocation of applications to several
nodes involves application selection, task selection within the application, site selection where
the task should be assigned and QoS level selection. QoS maximization can be considered at
some or all of these points while security encoding/decoding overhead of the data exchanged
between communicating subtasks should be accounted for.
51.4 Thesis Statement
Security issues in mission-critical real-time systems are becoming increasingly important
as there are growing needs for satisfying information assurance in these systems. QoS needs
of applications in these systems brings a tradeo between schedulability of the tasks on the
one hand, and the accuracy (QoS) and security of the results produced on the other hand.
Design and evaluation of a dynamic scheduling of a set of independent tasks with QoS and
security requirements in uniprocessor system to maximize QoS and security of the system is
provided. Design and evaluation of a static allocation of a set of DAGs with security and QoS
requirements in distributed real-time system is considered. Design and evaluation of a dynamic
allocation of a set of DAGs with security and QoS requirements in distributed real-time system
is considered.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the details of system archi-
tecture used in this dissertation are given and discussed. Chapter 3 gives the details of single
uniprocessor node scheduling algorithm. The details of static scheduling algorithms on dis-
tributed heterogeneous sites are given in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 a discussion of the dynamic
scheduling algorithm in distributed systems is provided. Conclusions and some future work
directions are stated in Chapter 6.
6CHAPTER 2 System Architecture
In this chapter, the system model, application scenario, related work and identied research
problem are provided. In Section 2.1, system model and its major components are discussed.
In Section 2.2, a scenario of an application that may benet and use our research results
is identied. Thesis contributions are identied in Section 2.3.5. Some related research is
discussed in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.1 System Model
2.1 System Model
The system under consideration is a real-time computing system that employs real-time
scheduling algorithms, e.g., EDF. Fig. 2.1 shows the system model considered in this disser-
tation. The system consists of several nodes up to m that are connected to each other via
7a public network. Hence, a security infrastructure (Security Threat Estimator: STE) is pre-
sumably deployed to monitor the underlying network for any potential security breaches. STE
warns all parts of the system about any security breaches in a form of Risk Levels (RLs).
There are three major components that are interrelated and compile the system which is
studied in this dissertation. These components are; sites, tasks and allocation decisions.
M O1 O2
V1
V2
V3
Start time Deadline
Type I:
Mandatory 
and Optional 
Parts
Type II:
Multiple 
versions
Figure 2.2 A Congurable Task Model
 Sites. System can consist of single site or distributed sites. Single node or site can be part
of larger system that is connected by any type of networking. However single site has
its own resources and constraints that are not aected by other parts of the system and
further it does not cooperate with other sites to execute any tasks. On the other hand
distributed system consists of several sites that are cooperating to achieve a common
goal. Sites in distributed system can be identical (homogeneous) or heterogeneous in
their computational and resource capabilities.
 Tasks. Tasks considered in this dissertation are congurable tasks. Imprecise compu-
tation was introduced by Lin et al. [21], where a real time task may have two or more
versions that do the same job with dierent execution times and accuracies of the results,
see [22], [23], [24], [25]. Or the task can consist of two parts: Mandatory part and optional
part. If the task has time to complete both parts the result is said to be precise; whereas
the task result is said to be imprecise, if not all parts are fully completed. Hence the
8optional part renes the result of the mandatory part. If the optional part is divided into
several portions the level of renement and hence the level of accuracy is proportional
to the number of completed optional portions. An Example of both types is shown in
Fig. 2.2.
Tasks can be independent where each task is a standalone computational block or depen-
dent where tasks are composed of interconnected subtasks. A dependent task is modeled
as a task graph called Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where edges represent precedence
and dependency relationship between tasks.
Non-preemptable task is not interrupted once start execution while preemptable tasks can
be interrupted by other tasks that has a higher priority. Although preemptive scheduling
can achieve high system utilization, preemption can be in some hardware or software
conguration impossible or expensive [26]. Non-preemptive scheduling policy, on the
other hand is deadlock free and has low overhead [20], [27], [28], [29]. Therefore non-
preemptable tasks are used in most parts of this dissertation.
 Allocation decisions. Allocation means assignment of tasks to sites and scheduling these
tasks on the specied sites. The type of allocation decision is static or o-line when
application's parameters and resources during the whole run of the system are known
beforehand. Allocation type is considered dynamic or on-line when allocation decision
has to be taken during system run. Dynamic allocation decision has to be used when
applications and resources available vary during the course of the system run.
2.2 Application Scenario
As an application scenario, consider a surveillance team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) deployed to detect and classify targets in a battleeld area [1]. The UAVs are hetero-
geneous in computational capabilities and process the data from several local inputs to extract
ight parameters and target information besides data received from other team members (see
Fig. 2.3). Some of the processing blocks (e.g., guidance and control) shown in Fig. 2.3 should be
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Figure 2.3 Cooperating UAV team schematic diagram [1]
totally executed on the same UAV board. Vision processing is one of the key processing blocks,
which is used to process the captured images (i.e., extracting features, classifying targets, etc),
and is also the most computationally intensive block.
The environment calls for security provisions (Condentiality, Integrity and Authentica-
tion) of the collected data. In this scenario, the threat level is pre-estimated by a security
threat estimator (STE) based on the mission and on the likelihood of an attack, and can be
updated while the UAV is in action. Based on the expected number of targets and the avail-
able number of team members, the job assignment and scheduling are conducted oine. Then,
during the course of the mission (at run-time), the actual number of targets can be dierent
and hence the number and nature of jobs calls for an online allocation of the new load on the
available resources.
A vision processing task is composed of several subtasks and can be modeled as a DAG.
Fig. 2.4 shows the details of a target detection/classication task. The captured image is split
into several segments based on the number of targets, and then after classifying targets on
each of the segments a route change or/and any similar decisions are taken. Notice that each
block in Fig. 2.4 can have several versions that implement the same functionality with dierent
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execution times and hence dierent accuracies (QoS).
Further when a UAV node is not able to cooperate with other UAVs in the team, the
scheduling decision should be taken locally to respond to load uctuations. Degrading accura-
cies for some of the tasks can be one of possible scheduling decisions that take place on UAV
board.
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Classification
Segment n
Classification
……….
Decision based 
on classification 
results
Figure 2.4 Target recognition application ow
2.3 Related Work
Related research can be classied into several categories according to addressing of QoS
and security issues or to using of tasks modeled as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG):
2.3.1 Security Issues in Real-time Systems
Security issues in the real-time systems have been addressed in the literature and discussed
along with the schedulability of the system [17, 19]. Xie et al. [30] used local optimization
of the security level to maximize the guarantee ratio (the ratio of the completed to accepted
number of tasks). The tasks in queue, with lowest execution time, are given the highest
security level. In [17], the authors optimized security as strength of defense metric, which is
the average of normalized security levels of all tasks. They aimed at maximizing the guarantee
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ratio at all working conditions. During the overload conditions, the security level of a preset
number of earliest deadline-tasks is decreased. In [19], the authors proposed SASES algorithm
to maximize the security value of the overall system while meeting the time constraint by
choosing the task that maximizes the benet to cost ratio (security value to computation).
In [31], the authors proposed a group based security model. Each group has some security
services that provide the same security type with dierent qualities and dierent computation
times. They chose security services, one from each required group according to quality and
overhead (computation time) to achieve the maximum system wide combined security while
maintaining schedulability and minimum computation requirement.
2.3.2 QoS in Real-time Systems
QoS has also been addressed in [26,32]. The authors in [32] model QoS as a reward for the
contract between the server and clients, where the server tries to maximize its reward from all
contracts. This could result in losing some contracts under overload conditions, but the server
has the right to choose what client to drop so as to allow graceful degradation of the system
performance in terms of the reward. In [26] QoS is used in developing QoS-aware fault tolerant
scheduling algorithms for real-time heterogeneous clusters.
2.3.3 Security and QoS in Uniprocessor Real-time Systems
Kang and Son [18] tried to optimize QoS, while keeping the system security level greater
than the risk level during the operation of the system. They achieve this by computing all pos-
sible combinations of security levels and QoS levels of the task set o line and choose from this
list during risk level perturbation. In [33] the authors proposed a framework for maximizing
the utility function of the system from scheduling a set of tasks with dependent multidimen-
sional QoS levels (i.e. accuracy, reliability, cryptography, etc.) on multiple resources. They
tried to maximize the system utility in a way where some of the QoS dimensions might not
improve beyond its minimum value. They extended this work to support a dynamic task trac
model [34].
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2.3.4 Security and QoS in Distributed Real-time Systems
In their work in a distributed system Rajkumar et al. [35] considered maximization of the
system utility from allocating independent preemptable tasks in a distributed system. They
further improved their techniques to reduce the computation complexity of the initial proposal
and applied it to radar tracking in [36].
2.3.5 Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) Allocations in Distributed Systems
Suitable applications for distributed systems are modeled as task graphs that are called
Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). Allocation of applications on a set of distributed processors
has been extensively studied by the community. Two general methods are used to assign DAGs
to distributed processors. First method is clustering based where tasks are clustered according
to some criteria [37], [38]. Then assignment to actual sites is taken place. Second method is
the list based assignment where tasks are given priorities according to its importance in the
graph. The task with highest priority is considered for assignment rst. After assignment the
scheduling stage is taken place in both assignment methods.
Ramamritham used the clustering method in [38]. He introduced a clustering method where
tasks are clustered according to the ratio of the communication cost to the computation cost
of the communicating pairs of tasks. He takes into account period of the DAGs as a deadline
and communication between nodes when doing the allocation.
Starvinides and Karatza [39] used a list assignment policy. They addressed the eect of
error in input to components of an application modeled as a DAG after partially completed
preceded components, making benets from imprecise computation idea in [21]. They proposed
a modied versions of well known algorithms (i.e., EDF, LSTF, and HLF), to dynamically
allocate tasks on a homogeneous distributed real-time system.
Recent survey [40] gives some discussion about real-time DAGs scheduling on multiple
processors. The survey [41] gives a detailed discussion of DAGs assignment and scheduling
in distributed systems. A recent paper [42] studies several DAG scheduling algorithms on
multiple processors and makes a comparison between the studied algorithms that are classied
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into several groups. Their comparisons are based on the speed up, makespan, schedule length
ratio, and processor utilization. In this dissertation, dependent tasks are modeled as DAGs
and a modied version of list scheduling is used.
Resources allocation has received a lot of attention in operations research eld. The
resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP), [43], with resource allocation is
similar to the problems of DAG allocation in distributed system considered in this disserta-
tion. RCPSP consists of activities that must be scheduled subject to precedence and resource
constraints such that the makespan is minimized. RCPSP generalizes the known job-shop
scheduling problem [44] and it is NP-complete.
Other related works from operations research eld are in the area of reservation systems
to admit as many customers (jobs) as possible to the system such that the system utility
(e.g., end-to-end delay, fairness, makespan) is optimized. Examples include downtown space
reservation system citezhao2010travel, and admission control in single-hop multiservice wire-
less networks [45]. Yield management for airlines, hotels, broadcasting advertisements, and
car rentals where customers arrive arbitrary to the system represents the dynamic version
of reservation system scheduling problems. Yield management problems are special cases of
multidimensional knapsack problem [46].
In summary, there is not much research in the literature that considers scheduling of tasks
with QoS and security requirements. For those researchers who addressed both dimensions,
they have considered independent preemptable tasks and their goal was to maximize only one
of the dimensions.
Assessment of security threats in the underlying network is only an estimate; therefore the
security provisions in the system should be as strong as possible. QoS should also be maximized.
Therefore an integration of both security and QoS should be maximized. However, to the best
of our knowledge there is no research that considered the balance in QoS and security for
non-preemptable tasks with QoS and security requirements.
Although most real-time applications are in the form of dependent tasks, to the best of
our knowledge there is no research that considered these types of applications with QoS and
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security requirements for allocation in distributed real-time systems.
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2.4 Thesis Contributions
Three of the problems that are raised from the integration of the above mentioned compo-
nents are identied and studied in this dissertation, see Fig. 2.5:
 Dynamic scheduling of independent tasks on uniprocessor site. While static allocation
of independent tasks on uniprocessor with the goal of maximizing security and QoS is
studied in the literature [18], there is no research that tackled the scheduling of dynamic
load on such system. This problem is identied and studied in Chapter 3.
 Static allocation of dependent tasks on heterogeneous distributed system. Workload
tends to be a form of dependent tasks in distributed real-time systems. When a prelim-
inary decision on tasks allocation has to be taken, static allocation comes to picture. In
Chapter 4 static allocation of tasks on distributed system is identied and studied.
 Dynamic allocation of dependent tasks on heterogeneous distributed system. In reality
most of the workloads are dynamic and resources need to be allocated to them online.
In Chapter 5 the details of dynamic allocation part are given. A proof of concept, using
simple experiment on InfoSphere platform, is also provided in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3 Dynamic Scheduling in Uniprocessor System
3.1 Summary
In this chapter, the issue of scheduling a set of dynamic, independent, and non-preemptable
real-time tasks in a uniprocessor system with specied QoS and security requirements is ad-
dressed. In particular, an approach to balance this tradeo is developed, and the following
contributions are provided: (i) formulation of a general non-preemptive real-time scheduling
problem to maximize Security-QoS Value (SQV) is provided and (ii) an online heuristic algo-
rithm called SQV EDF, based on the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling for the problem
is developed as it is NP-hard. Simulation studies for a wide range of workload scenarios showed
that SQV EDF achieves a higher performance than that of the MIN EDF and MAX EDF base-
line algorithms, in terms of SQV and number of guaranteed tasks. In addition, it is shown that
when the tasks are preemptable and have the same arrival time, the SQV EDF algorithm is
able to achieve a SQV performance closer to that of the optimal solution obtained by solving
ILP.
3.2 Background
For a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Fig. 2.3 that is deployed in a hostile area
to capture images of some targets for analysis purpose, the strength of security used to decode
the data transmitted to the ground station, image quality and number of images are important
as per each node of the team. Assuming the communication between team members is not
possible such that each node has to completely process its captured image and send it to the
ground station using wireless media. Therefore the system requirements in this case; security,
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QoS and number of successful jobs (equivalent to number of images), have to be maximized. In
such hostile environment the estimated risk level (using suitable security infrastructure; STE:
Security Threat Estimator) can also be uctuating during the course of the team mission.
As a result of this uctuation, load on the system may increase due to more needed time to
support high security level. Hence some of the jobs that cannot support a security level equal
to or higher than the risk level should be terminated to keep the system secure. Therefore the
system should be able to adapt to uctuations in the risk level and modies tasks parameters
on the y. Any terminated job results in a new room at that node that can be used to raise
the QoS or/and security of other tasks in the system.
Fluctuation in the load (number of jobs) is also another dimension of this kind of dynamic
systems. The tasks in each node should be run in the highest possible levels of security and
QoS while the system is not overloaded. As the system load increases (i.e. more targets
appear in the area of UAV team), security and QoS levels of the running tasks should be
modied to give a room for new tasks, while meeting the timing constraints of the admitted
tasks. Creating room for the arriving tasks implies modication of the execution times of
admitted tasks. Execution times are closely connected to the security and QoS levels of the
task, therefore some tasks will be subject of QoS and security degradation to acceptable levels
that meets security and timing constraints. On the other hand, when the system load decreases
due to the departure of some tasks (i.e. target moves out of sight), the system should increase
the QoS and security levels of some tasks to improve the performance (in terms of QoS and
security). Ecient decision on what tasks and what levels of QoS and security are subject of
the modication is not a trivial task to do, especially if the goal is to maximize the system
utility.
In this chapter, the problem of online scheduling of non-preemptable real time tasks with
QoS and security requirements on a single processor with the objective of maximizing both
QoS and security strength of the system is addressed. Given that the basic problem of online
non-preemptive scheduling of tasks is NP-hard in the strong sense [47], the problem at hand
is also NP-hard. We formulate this problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)
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optimization problem and then we propose a heuristic algorithm (SQV EDF) to optimize the
performance of the system in terms of QoS and security levels of the transmitted information.
The proposed algorithm tries to keep QoS and security levels of a given set of tasks in their
best values while responding to the system workload uctuations. It is very important for node
to be responsive to the threats of the underlying network reported from STE by modifying the
security levels of the tasks as the risk level varies, while maintaining graceful degradation of
the system performance.
To the best of our knowledge this is the rst dynamic non-preemptive real time scheduling
algorithm on a single processor for set of tasks with security and QoS requirements, which
maximizes the integrated security and QoS value of the system.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. In Section 3.3, the related work on RTES
security and QoS optimization is reviewed. Section 3.4 discusses the system model and gives
an application scenario. The problem denition is presented in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 gives the
details of the proposed algorithm. An illustrative example is given in Section 3.7. Simulation
results are presented in Section 3.8. Conclusions are presented in Section 3.9.
3.3 Related Work
QoS and Security issues in RTESs have been addressed in the literature and discussed
along with the schedulability of the system [17{19, 30{32]. In [48], the authors proposed a
heuristic algorithm to maximize the system QoS while maintaining energy and schedulability
of the system. System QoS resulted from running each task in one of several available modes
(frequency, release time or execution length) with its respective quality. Also in [49], the
authors proposed a procedure to reduce the system overall energy consumption with window-
constraints guarantee. Their approach consists of two phases; o-line phase where tasks are
guaranteed with their mandatory parts then in on-line phase the QoS is modied to respond
to run time dynamics, by adding/removing optional parts from admitted tasks.
In [18] the authors proposed an algorithm to optimize QoS, while meeting the system
security constraint. security level should always be greater than the risk level. They achieved
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this by computing all possible combinations of security levels and QoS levels of the task set
oine and choosing from this list during risk level perturbation. The authors, in [33], proposed
a framework for maximizing the utility function of the system from scheduling a set of tasks
with dependent multidimensional QoS levels (i.e. accuracy, reliability, cryptography, etc.) on
multiple resources. They tried to maximize the system utility in a way where some of the
QoS dimensions might not improve beyond its minimum value. This is good for some of
the dependent dimensions but not when the dimensions are independent. For independent
dimensions (security and QoS) which are used in this dissertation, we assume that the change
in QoS level does not increase the size of the message to be encoded in some security level.
Therefore our goal is to maximize both security and QoS levels, which makes our work dierent
from theirs.
In this chapter, dynamic, non-preemptable and periodic real-time tasks is considered. The
idea of imprecise computation that was introduced in [50] is used, where each task is assumed
to have a set of discrete optional parts that we refer to as QoS levels. A system with an
admission controller and STE system for threat monitoring in the network is considered. Then
an online heuristic scheduling algorithm to maximize the SQV (integrated security and QoS
metric) is proposed.
3.4 System Model
The system model is shown in Fig. 3.1. In this model a group of UAVs exchange control
and data messages with a Ground System (GS) through a wireless network. It is of paramount
importance that the GS maintains an up-to-date picture of the system via the status messages
it receives from the UAVs and issues timely control actions to keep the system functional.
Thus, a STE or a similar security infrastructure is required to monitor the network for any
potential security threats. This system reports threats in the form of risk level (RL)), to the
other components of the model. A preemptable low overhead task is running periodically on
each component of the system to decode the alarm messages from STE and update RL). RL
level j corresponds to security level j for a task to meet its security requirements.
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3.5 Problem Formulation
In this section we provide the task model, performance metrics and problem statement.
3.5.1 Task Model
The tasks  = fT1; T2; : : : ; Tng in this system are periodic, independent, non-preemptable
and run on one node. Each task is described by a 6-tuple Ti = hCi; Ri; Qli; Sli; Di; Pii, where
Ci is the execution time of the real time task i 2  without considering security (i.e., only rst
QoS execution time). Ri is the arrival time of task i, which is also considered as the ready
time. Since tasks can arrive dynamically, the value of Ri varies for each task. Ri will not be
used in any further calculations throughout this chapter. Given Ki security levels for a task
i, Sli denotes the set of computation times for security levels, such that, Sli = fExec Si(k) :
1  k  Kig. Similarly Qli is the set of computation times for task i QoS levels, such that
Qli = fExec Qi(l) : 1  l  Lig. Di is the deadline of task i, which is assumed to be equal to
its period (Pi). For the task i with QoS level l and security level k the current computation
time Cci is given as C
c
i = Ci +Exec Si(k) +Exec Qi(l). The current CPU utilization (U
c
i ) by
task i is given as U ci = C
c
i =Pi.
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3.5.2 Performance Metrics and Parameters
The traditional metrics dened above are not enough. Therefore, we now dene new metrics
that we use in the algorithm.
 QoS Metric. The amount of time available for a task can be related to a QoS levels
in the range [1; 2; : : : ; Li], where 1 and Li are the lowest and highest levels for task
i, respectively. Each QoS level, l, is given a weight, W ql ; 0  W ql  1, that reects
its relative importance among other levels. The intuition behind this is that the value
returned from using a QoS level will not always increase linearly with the QoS level. The
execution time (computation overhead) of the QoS level of task i is a function of the level
number l, Exec Qi(l). We assumed the QoS levels, their respective computation times
and weights are provided as task parameters. Note that higher the QoS level, higher
is the computation time for a task. Providing a computation time for each QoS level
can put an overhead on the application developer for such kind of tasks. This can be
done by making use of milestone or sieve approaches [50]; or doing some QoS proling
as presented in [51].
A higher QoS, for example, can mean higher accuracy (as a result of additional process-
ing [52]) or better shape of the collected data (e.g. ltering, image compression). In
order to capture the importance of a QoS level l for a task i in comparison with other
tasks in the system, a normalized level of the QoS is used, denoted as Qli, see Eq. (3.1).
Qli =
l
Li
W ql ; l = 1; 2; : : : ; Li (3.1)
 Security Metric. Security level eciently represents various dimensions of security
such as condentiality, integrity and authentication. Each security level includes some or
all of the security dimensions, where the highest level includes the strongest of each of the
three dimensions. The integration of security dimensions into levels is beyond the scope
of this dissertation. We restrict ourselves to encryption dimension of the security, where
the strength of encryption is proportional to the key length used assuming the same
algorithm is used system wide. Hence the level is mapped to a key length, e.g., level
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1 can be an encryption/decryption with key length of 32 bits while level 2 represents
encryption/decryption by a key of 64 bits long assuming a common block encryption
algorithm is used.
Security levels are in the range [1; 2; : : : ;Ki], where 1 and Ki are the lowest and highest
levels. The security level that is used by any task should be greater or equal to the
risk level sent by the STE to the system. Each security level, k is assigned a weight,
W sk ; 0  W sk  1, that reects the relative value returned from using such level. The
security overhead (execution time), Exec Si(k), of task i increases as the security level k
increases [17]. The computation times of the security levels and importance weights are
assigned by the tasks developers. To make the idea of weights clearer, suppose we have a
symmetric encryption algorithm that uses three levels of security; level 1 that corresponds
to a key length of 64 bits, level 2 of 128 bits and level 3 of 256 bits. Denitely using
level 2 will give a strong encryption that the system can aord its computation overhead,
therefore a weight of 1 can be given to this level while levels 1 and 2 can be given a less
weight, e.g., 0.7, because level 1 has relatively weak key while level 2 has a very strong
key that will cost more overhead with little improvement of encryption strength because
level 2 is a strong level also.
To capture the importance of a security level k for a task i in comparison with other tasks
in the system, a normalized level of the security is used, denoted as Ski , see Eq. (3.2).
Ski =
k
Ki
W sk ; k = 1; 2; : : : ;Ki (3.2)
 Integrated QoS and Security Metric (SQ). In order to capture both QoS and
security of a single admitted task we propose the SQ metric, given in Eq. (3.3), where a
set of SQ levels are computed for each task. Each SQ level is the product of the normalized
security level and normalized QoS level. The rationale behind using the product of both
S and Q is that we aim to increase both to their highest possible values. Whereas using
any other function like addition, weighted addition or division will not give the required
result we are aiming to. The available CPU slack for task i to increase its QoS and
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security levels is limited, let slacki denotes this slack. Our goal is to use this slack to
have maximum almost equal Ski (normalized security level) and Q
l
i (normalized QoS
level). The constraint Exec Si(k)+Exec Qi(l) = slacki should be satised. Considering
addition of S and Q (S+Q) will not give a specic answer rather a set of answers satisfying
the limited slack. Similarly the division of S by Q (S/Q) will only favor S over Q
irrespective to the values of S and Q. See Fig. 3.2 which claries this argument for
slack = 8, 10 QoS levels and 10 security levels. Computation overhead for QoS and
security is equal to the level number, e.g. QoS level number 4 has an overhead of 4.
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SQi = [S
1
iQ
1
i ; : : : ; S
1
iQ
Li
i ; : : : ; S
Ki
i Q
1
i ; : : : ; S
Ki
i Q
Li
i ] (3.3)
For SQi level b of security level k and QoS level l, the computation time (Exec SQi(b))
is Exec Si(k) + Exec Qi(l). The CPU utilization by task i can be also represented as
U bi = (Ci + Exec SQi(b))=Pi.
 SQ to Utilization Ratio (SQUR). This is the ratio of the rst SQ level of task i
to the utilization of the task with the rst SQ level. The task with a highest SQUR
(Eq. (3.4)) value is the task that most likely provides the system with higher SQ value.
This parameter is used to guide the heuristic algorithm to choose the rst task to increase
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its SQ value.
SQURi =
SQ1i
U1i
where SQ1i is the rst entry in SQi vector.
(3.4)
The goal is to choose the maximum SQ value for a given task that does not lead to a
deadline miss for any task in the system. For the whole set of tasks in the system, the
goal is to maximize the sum of all tasks current SQ (SQci ) values which result in a new
system wide measure of security-QoS value (denoted as SQV) as given in Eq. (3.5).
SQV =
X
8i2
SQci (3.5)
 System-wide Security Level (SSL). SSL is the lowest security level among all tasks
in the system. This parameter makes admission controller (to be discussed later) act fast
when RL uctuates. If SSL is greater than RL, then no need to take any action.
3.5.3 Problem Formulation
A set of tasks  = fT1; T2; : : : ; Tng has to be scheduled online on a single RTES, each task i
has a set of instances I(i) that are ready at the beginning of each period. Any task's instance
will not relinquish the CPU before completion. Each task has its set of SQ values which are
calculated for each task from its requested levels of security and QoS according to Eq. (3.3).
The goal of the system is to maximize the SQV value from running the accepted tasks. We
refer to this problem as SQVMP (SQV Maximization Problem).
3.5.3.1 SQVMP
We now give the formal problem statement as: Given a set  = fT1; T2; :::; Tng of tasks,
each task is given as Ti = hCi; Ri; Qli; Sli; Di; Pii, nd a feasible schedule that maximizes SQV
of the set, while satisfying all the constraints (i.e. timing and security) in the schedule.
Theorem 1. SQV MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM (SQVMP) is NP-hard.
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Proof. We consider two special cases, by relaxing rstly the SQ levels, i.e. setting security and
QoS levels to one for all tasks; and secondly the number of instances of the tasks to one and
the arrival times of the tasks, i.e. setting Ri = 0 for all tasks i in the system, we refer to this
problem as S-SQVMP, given in (3.6).
Maximize SQV =
X
i2
X
k2SQi
SQkiX
k
i (3.6)
subject toX
i2
X
k2SQi
Uki X
k
i  1
Xki 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2 ; k 2 SQi
First case is the problem of Dynamic Non-preemptive Real-Time Scheduling on a Single
processor, which is proved to be NP-hard [47]. For the second case we need to state the Multiple
Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) and then prove that our special case is a generalization to
it.
MCKP can be stated as " given a set k of item classes each has j items and each item has
a prot pi and a weight wi, choose exactly one item j of each class Ni, i=1,...,k such that the
sum of prots (pi) is maximized without having the weight (wi) sum to exceed the capacity of
the knapsack c".
Maximize
kX
i=1
X
j2Ni
pjix
j
i
subject to
kX
i=1
X
j2Ni
wjix
j
i  c
X
j2Ni
xji = 1 i = 1; ::::::; k
xji 2 f0; 1g i = 1; ::::; k; j 2 Ni
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The constraint from MCKP:
kX
i=1
X
j2Ni
wjix
j
i  c
can be rewritten as:
kX
i=1
X
j2Ni
wji
c
xji  1
Then, S-SQVMP generalizes MCKP by mapping prots pi to SQi, and wi=c to Ui. The
mapping can be done in polynomial time. Therefore a solution to S-SQVMP can be used to
solve arbitrary instance of MCKP by doing the above mapping and presenting the tasks to a
decision procedure of S-SQVMP.
The answer from S-SQVMP decision procedure is the answer to MCKP. Since MCKP
is known to be NP-complete [53], S-SQVMP is NP-hard. Therefore the problem at hand
(SQVMP) is NP-hard.
3.5.3.2 MILP Formulation
Given a schedulable set of tasks, we can formulate the SQVM as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP). A schedulable set of tasks composes a feasible schedule which is the assign-
ment of tasks instances to be executed on the CPU without overlapping or missing deadlines.
We denote the period H = [0; P ], where P = maxfRig+ 2LCMfPig; 8i 2  and LCMfPig
is the least common multiple of all Pi's. We denote Exec SQi(k) to be the execution time of
SQ level k for task i. The scheduling should be performed over H to conclude that the task
set is feasible [54]. I(i) denotes the set of instances of task i. Each instance j 2 I(i) (starting
from instance 0) of task i 2  is started at Sij , therefore the set S = fSijg is a set of continuous
variables that represents the resulted schedule. The binary variable Xijt is one if and only if
instance j of task i is started at time t 2 H, otherwise it is zero. Binary variable Xki is one
when SQ level k is chosen for task i, otherwise it is zero. We assumed that Ri; Ci; Pi; C
c
i and
Exec SQi(k) are integers, however if they are rational, we can multiply all of them by the
LCM of their denominators.
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Maximize SQV =
X
i2
X
k2SQi
SQkiX
k
i (3.7a)
subject to
Cci = Ci +
X
k2SQi
Exec SQi(k)X
k
i ; 8i 2  (3.7b)
X
k2SQi
Xki = 1; 8i 2  (3.7c)
P CciX
t=0
Xijt = 1; 8i 2 ; j 2 I(i) (3.7d)
X
i2
X
j2I(i)
tX
t=maxft Cci+1;0g
Xijt  1; 8t 2 H (3.7e)
Sij =
X
t2H
tXijt; 8i 2 ; j 2 I(i) (3.7f)
Sij + C
c
i  Si[j+1]; 8i 2 ; j 2 I(i) (3.7g)
Sij + C
c
i  Di(j); 8i 2 ; j 2 I(i) (3.7h)
Si0  Ri; 8i 2  (3.7i)
Xijt 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2; j 2I(i); t 2H (3.7j)
Xki 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2 ; k 2 SQi (3.7k)
The objective (3.7a) follows from Eq. (3.5). Constraints (3.7b-3.7c) are satised when
only one SQ level is chosen for task i. Constraint (3.7d) states that each instance starts and
nishes within the interval [0 P], while constraint (3.7e) prohibits any simultaneous execution
of dierent instances. Constraint (3.7f) relates Sij to variable Xijt and constraints (3.7g-3.7h)
state that the instance j should nish before the start of next instance j + 1 and before the
deadline where the deadline for instance j is Ri + (j + 1)Pi. Constraint (3.7i) is satised only
if the rst instance is started at or after its release time. Constraints (3.7j-3.7k) state that the
variables used are only binary which can take either zero or one.
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3.6 Security and QoS-aware Scheduling
In this section we propose the security and QoS aware scheduling algorithm. We rst
explain the system architecture and then discuss two scheduling task cases:
1. General SQV-aware scheduling where tasks are arrive dynamically to the system. The
arrival times for the tasks in this case are arbitrary.
2. Mode change QoS-aware scheduling, where the tasks are assumed to be arrived at the
same time with one instance. This case is a relaxed version of the previous case.
3.6.1 System Architecture
The block diagram of the SQV-aware scheduling system is shown in Fig. 3.3. The scheduler
system is running on a single RTES node. This system consists of three stages; the admission
controller, the SQV optimizer and the ordinary EDF scheduler.
RL minUT
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e
j
e
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e
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t
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Tasks
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Tasks
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Controller
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CPU
Task completion trigger
Figure 3.3 SQV-aware scheduling system
Fig. 3.4 shows the admission controller pseudo code. The admission controller checks every
arriving task against the system parameters (utilization bound, security level and deadline miss
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of any task in the system). Performing the feasibility test of dynamically non-preemptable tasks
is an NP-hard problem [47]. Therefore we use a sucient feasibility test proposed in [55]. This
test is: X
8i2
Ui  1 max
k2
Cck(
1
Ps
  1
Pk
)
where Ps is the shortest period in the task set.
(3.8)
Input: Arriving tasks.
Output: Admitted tasks parameters (SQUR, U and SQ) and minimum utilization (minUT ).
1: for all tasks i 2 arriving do
2: Calculate i's minimum utilization Ui.
3: Calculate SQURi (Eq. (3.4)).
4: Calculate SQi set (Eq. (3.3)).
5: Sort SQi in increasing order of its values.
6: end for
7: ArrivedSorted tasks in increasing order of SQUR.
8: for all i 2 ArrivedSorted do
9: if (Eq. (3.8)) is satised and Ki  RL then
10: Admit i.
11: Update min. utilization (minUT ) of the system.
12: else
13: Reject task i
14: end if
15: end for
Figure 3.4 Admission controller algorithm
Fig. 3.5 shows the SQV optimizer algorithm. The SQV optimizer optimizes the SQV of the
admitted tasks. In order to respond to the system dynamics, i.e., task arrival or departures; or
risk level uctuations, the SQV optimizer is triggered. The SQV optimizer modies (increase
or decrease) the integrated security and QoS levels (combined in the SQ levels) so as to respond
to system dynamics. Then EDF scheduler chooses tasks for running on the node CPU. The
system works in steps as shown in 3.3.
 Step 1: The admission controller (AC) called upon arriving of tasks or uctuation of
risk levels. AC checks for several parameters like the system security level (SSL) and
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Input: All tasks in the system and system parameters (RL, SSL, minUT).
Output: SQV, SSL and tasks update of SQ levels.
1: if RL > SSL OR a task arrives or departs then
2: Sorted tasks sorted in decreasing order of SQUR.
3: Max =MaxTMP  max8i2 Ci( 1Ps   1Pi )
4: for all i 2 Sorted do
5: UT  minUT   Ui
6: Increase SQi level for task i to maximum possible value
7: Update Ui with current SQi reected in C
c
i
8: MaxTMP  maxfMax;Cci ( 1Ps   1Pi )g
9: while UT + Ui > 1 MaxTMP do
10: Decrease SQi for task i
11: Update MaxTMP and Ui
12: end while
13: Max maxfMax;MaxTMPg
14: UT  UT + Ui
15: Update SQV and SSL.
16: end for
17: end if
Figure 3.5 SQV optimizer algorithm
available minimum utilization (Sum of task utilizations where tasks in the system are in
the lowest SQ level). AC uses Eq. (3.8) to decide if a task can be accepted. Then, the
task is accepted if it passes the test, otherwise it is rejected. In this stage, SQ levels are
also calculated for the arrived tasks and sorted in a non-decreasing order of their values.
If two SQ values are equal, the one with the smaller computation time is chosen (ties are
broken arbitrarily).
 Step 2: The SQV optimizer optimizes the SQ levels for the tasks in the system taking
into account the timing and security constraints of all accepted tasks.
 Step 3: The EDF scheduler runs on the optimized tasks.
The above steps are repeated each time a new task arrives, a task nishes, or a risk level
changes, while the system parameters are logged. When there is any change in the risk level
reported by the STE, the system will compare the risk level with the SSL. If the risk level is
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higher than SSL, all the tasks in the system are marked as arriving tasks and the steps above
are repeated. If the running task has a lower security level than the risk level, this task can be
deleted.
3.6.2 General SQV-aware Scheduling Algorithm
Fig. 3.6 shows the owchart of the optimizer algorithm. The SQV EDF algorithm works
as a central part of the optimizing system, on dynamically arriving tasks to the system. The
tasks are sorted in a decreasing order of SQUR, Eq. (3.4). If SQUR ratio for a task is high,
the participation in the overall SQV would be higher, while the computation demand is lower.
SQUR is dierent for various SQ levels of the task, but we consider the rst SQ level for the
sake of simplifying the computations. The SQV optimizer picks the task with the highest
SQUR value. Then, starting by its maximum SQ level, SQV optimizer checks for any deadline
miss. If there is a deadline miss, the optimizer decreases the SQ level until the schedule is
feasible. This step is repeated until there is no utilization slack left or there are no more tasks
to be optimized.
3.6.3 Mode Change QoS-Aware Scheduling
When the mode (e.g., the UAV modes are; takeo, normal cruise and landing) of operation
for the node changes, a new set of tasks should be admitted [56]. This set of tasks is actually
the same set in the model we used so far, but the arriving times are relaxed to be zero and
only rst instance of each task is considered. Therefore the set of tasks is considered as a
non-periodic and preemptable. For this case we use the same system but the feasibility check
now is simpler, we need to check that the sum of tasks utilizations are not more than one
(EDF utilization bound) as proved by Dhall and Liu in [57]. We assumed all the tasks from
the previous mode are completed and we need to schedule a new set. In fact this problem can
be formulated as in 3.6
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Figure 3.6 Flowchart of SQV-optimizer
3.6.4 Algorithm Complexity
Now, we evaluate the time complexity of our algorithm.
Theorem 2. The time complexity of the scheduling algorithm SQV EDF is O(n(n+qslog(qs))),
where n is the number of tasks, q is the greatest number of QoS levels and s is the greatest
number of security levels between the tasks.
Proof. The time complexity of the algorithm can be analyzed by evaluating the time complexity
of the steps involved in the algorithm. Step 2 and 3 in Fig. 3.4 take time O(1), step 4 takes time
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Table 3.1 Example task set
Ti Ci Ri Qli Sli Pi
T1 1 0 f0, 1, 2, 3, 4g f1, 2, 3g 10
T2 1.5 0 f0, 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5g f1.5, 3g 15
T3 3 0 f0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15g f3, 6, 9g 30
T4 1.5 0 f0, 1.5, 3g f1.5, 3, 4.5g 45
O(qs) and step 5 takes time O(qslog(qs)). Hence the for-loop, 1-6, for n tasks in the system
takes time O(n(qs+qslog(qs))). Step 7 takes time O(nlogn). Step 9 takes time O(n), hence the
for-loop, 8-15, takes time O(n2). Therefore the admission algorithm takes O(n(n+ qslog(qs)))
In Fig. 3.5, step 2 takes time O(nlogn), step 3 takes time O(n) to nd the maximum. Steps
5-9 each takes time O(1). Steps 11-12 each takes time O(1), therefore while loop, 10-13, takes
time O(qs). Steps 14-16 each takes O(1). For loop 4-17 takes O(nqs) to optimize all tasks in
system. The time complexity of optimizer algorithm, Fig. 3.5, is O(nlogn+ nqs).
Therefore the time complexity of the SQV EDF is O(n(n+ qslog(qs)) + nlog(n) + nqs) =
O(n(n+ qslog(qs)))
3.7 An Illustrative Example
In order to illustrate the operation of the proposed algorithm, consider the set of tasks
given in Table 3.1.
All the tasks arrive at time 0 and all the weights are set to 1 with the parameters shown
in the gure. Further, for simplicity, we assume the tasks are preemptable in order to use
the feasibility check of Liu in [57], i.e.,
P
Ui  1 8i 2  . We need to schedule those tasks
on a single node to maximize the resulting SQV while meeting the deadlines of the maximum
number of tasks. To simplify the computation we assume that the risk level is 1.
The rst step is to run the admission controller on the arrived tasks. All the tasks are
admitted since there maximum security levels are greater than the risk level and the sum of
their utilizations is less than 1. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the schedule, up to hyper period (i.e., the
LCM of the tasks periods), for the tasks with their rst QoS and security levels, using EDF
scheduling algorithm. In this step, SQURs and SQ sets are calculated for all the admitted tasks
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Figure 3.7 The illustrative example of the SQV-optimizer algorithm
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as in Fig. 3.7(b), where the values between parentheses under SQ values are the execution times
of SQ levels. The SQ set is sorted in non decreasing order and the execution times of SQ levels
are ordered accordingly.
The resulting schedule has a utilization slack of 1-0.67=0.33. This slack can be utilized
by increasing the SQ level of some tasks. The task that will get this opportunity is the task with
the greatest SQUR value. Task 4 has the greatest SQUR value (= RL=(No. of Security levels)
1=(No. of QoS levels)P4=(C4+Exec SQ4(1)) = 1:65). Therefore we start with task 4's max-
imum SQ value and check for schedulability of all tasks. All tasks are schedulable, because it
is sucient in this case to check the utilization sum, which is 0.8 <1 and the resultant SQ is
1. We still have a slack of 1-0.8=0.2 in the schedule. Next task is task 2 its SQUR is 0.4, by
doing the same for task 4 we stopped at SQ=0.33 (QoS level=2 and security level=2). After
that there is no slack and the algorithm stops.
The SQV for the whole set of tasks is SQ11+SQ
5
2+SQ
1
3+SQ
9
4 = 0:07+0:33+0:06+1 = 1:46.
The nal schedule is given in Fig. 3.7(c).
3.8 Simulation Studies
In this section, we describe the simulation setup to evaluate the proposed algorithm. For
the purpose of simulations, we use the same task parameters (see Table 3.2) as in [17]. We
add to each task a set of security levels and a set of QoS levels in the range [1,2,: : : ,10].
We use three baseline algorithms for the sake of comparison with our algorithm, which are
the same used in [30] with a little modication to suite our simulations:
 MAX EDF: Uses the maximum SQ value of the task to be run. It admits tasks according
to highest SQ value.
 MIN EDF: Uses the minimum SQ value for the task during admittance and running in
the system.
 RND EDF: Randomly chooses the SQ value for the task and then try to admit the task.
Only Q values are considered when the above baseline algorithms are compared with QoS EDF.
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All of the baseline algorithms use the feasibility check in Eq. (3.8). All n tasks need to be
checked for feasibility using Eq. (3.8) and each task needs a calculation and sorting of its SQ
values, which takes time O(qslog(qs)) in the worst case. Therefore the time complexity for
each one of the baseline algorithms is O(n+ qslog(qs)).
Table 3.2 Task parameters
Exec. time (Ci)(ms) U[3 8], uniformly distributed
QoS levels U[1 10], uniformly distributed
Security levels U[1 10], uniformly distributed
Deadline Di(ms) U[8 12]*Ci
We assume throughout our simulation studies, the message computation time for the rst
security level is equal to Ci. In the absence of real published data, we use a linear overhead
models for security (Exec Si(k) =Mi(k=Ki), where Mi is the message computation time with
rst security level for task i and k is the security level) to calculate the computation times for
security levels and for QoS levels computation times (Exec Qi(l) = Ci(l=Li), where; l is the
QoS level). We assume further that the weights of the QoS and security levels, W q and W s,
for all levels are 1, for the sake of simple calculations. We dene three parameters to be used
in the performance comparison: Success Ratio (SR), Dropping Ratio (DR) and Admittance
Ratio (AR) as follows:
SR =
No. of completed tasks
No. of arrived tasks
(3.9)
DR =
No. of dropped tasks
No. of admitted tasks
(3.10)
AR =
No. of admitted tasks
No. of arrived tasks
(3.11)
Note that it is not necessary that all admitted tasks will complete their execution. Some of
them will be dropped if the system status varied, i.e. if the task maximum security level is
lower than the new risk level it will be dropped.
3.8.1 Simulation Model
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, four simulation studies were conducted;
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Figure 3.8 SQV and SR vs. CPU utilization
(i) The percentage of free CPU cycles (CPU utilization) (assuming the worst case execu-
tion time (WCET) of the task) is variable and the risk level is kept at level one. This part
demonstrates when a node has other tasks running and there is only a fraction of the CPU
cycles available for the arrived tasks. We generate enough tasks to use up the available CPU
cycles.
(ii) The CPU is free and the risk level is at level one. We vary the sum of the arrived task
utilizations over the range [15%,: : : ,100%].
(iii) The risk level is dynamically varied at a rate that is about ve times the average life
time of the tasks in the system. This gives enough time for arrival and departure of the tasks.
SQV, DR and AR are logged along the time line of the simulation. The CPU is free. The task
parameters in Table 3.2 are kept the same in all simulation studies.
(iv) Mode change QoS-aware scheduling. The set of task parameters are same as shown
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in Table 3.2, except that the tasks are assumed to be ready at time 0 and their periods are
increased to provide an average utilization of 0.01. The generated tasks are scheduled using
the proposed algorithm. The same tasks are formulated as an ILP instance Eq. (3.6) and given
to CPLEX program [58]. Then the results are compared with SQV-algorithm.
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Figure 3.9 SQV and SR vs. Load
We ran the three baseline algorithms for the rst three parts to compare with SQV EDF.
We used the same system (i.e., SQV-aware scheduling system) to run the baseline algorithms,
after switching o the SQV optimizer. For each point in the gures we ran the simulation
15 times with IID (Independent and Identically Distributed) tasks arrived with exponentially
distributed inter arrival times and then we took the average. The maximum 95% condence
intervals are very small to be plotted for the gures of part one and part two of our simulation
studies. For the third part, the 95% condence intervals are shown in the gures.
For all the simulations, we used a suitable arrival rate such that we always have enough
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arriving tasks to the system. After running some instances (the number of instances is drawn
from an exponential departure process) the task will depart the system as a completed task.
3.8.2 Results and Analysis
The goal of the SQV-aware scheduling algorithm is to maximize the number of admitted
tasks and to maximize the SQV of the admitted tasks. There is a tradeo between these two
requirements. The SQV EDF algorithm tries to admit more tasks then works on the admitted
tasks to raise the SQV of the system. Therefore the performance in the simulations is close to
SQV MIN in terms of SR.
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Figure 3.10 SQV and AR vs. increasing Risk Level
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3.8.2.1 Eect of CPU Utilization
Fig. 3.8 shows the results of the rst simulation study, where the percentage of free CPU
cycles is varied from 15% to 100%. Fig. 3.8(a) shows that MAX EDF has a higher SQV
than other algorithms. Fig. 3.8(b) shows that SQV EDF outperforms MAX EDF and close
to MIN EDF in terms of success ratio (SR). This is a good performance in the sense that
SQV EDF admits more tasks than MAX EDF and RND EDF and optimizes their QoS and
security levels to values greater than MIN EDF. MAX EDF tends to admit tasks according
to their highest SQ values; therefore the resulted SQV for small number of admitted tasks is
high. SQV EDF benets from any utilization slack and tries to elevate system's SQV (QoS
and security levels), which makes its performance, in terms of SQV, better than MIN EDF. In
all simulation studies, MIN EDF is outperformed, in terms of SQV, by all other algorithms.
MIN EDF accepts as many tasks as possible without taking into account any improvement
in security or QoS. This algorithm uses the lowest SQ value, which makes this algorithm unable
to use up the available slack. This results in more admitted tasks, but in a low SQV value.
On the other hand, RND EDF admits tasks on a random basis which results in a good
performance but without any guarantee that the chosen SQ level will admit the task, which
consequently results in a bad SR (see Fig. 3.8(b)).
3.8.2.2 Eect of Tasks Load
Fig. 3.9 shows the eect of tasks load on SQV and SR of the system. The load is varied in
terms of the minimum utilization of the tasks while the system is free. Therefore the admitted
tasks can utilize the whole CPU available cycles.
Up to about 40% of the load in Fig. 3.9(a), the SQV EDF algorithm performance is close to
MAX EDF. After that, SQV EDF performance declined and MAX EDF stayed at the same
level. Again, the SQV EDF performance cannot be taken without taking SR into account,
where its performance is better than MAX EDF and RND EDF as shown in Fig. 3.9(b).
MAX EDF algorithm keeps increasing the number of admitted tasks up to 50% of the load.
Then the number of admitted tasks becomes xed while the number of arrived tasks increases,
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which give a saturated SQV values up to the end of 100% of the load and a bad performance
in terms of SR.
SQV EDF algorithm has the ability to modify the QoS and the security levels of the
admitted tasks. As the load increases, the goal of SQV EDF algorithm becomes admitting as
many tasks as possible. Therefore, the SQV is lower than MAX EDF and at later point on
the curve, is also lower than RND EDF. Both MAX EDF and RND EDF have a lower success
ratios at those points as shown in Fig. 3.9(b).
3.8.2.3 Eect of Risk Level
Fig. 3.10(a) and 3.12(a) show the SQV vs. a varied number of risk levels. SQV EDF
performance is less than MAX EDF due to the greater number of tasks admitted by SQV EDF
and better than MIN EDF, due to the ability to optimize the admitted tasks.
Fig. 3.11 shows the dropping ratio of the admitted tasks vs. the risk level. MIN EDF has
the highest dropping ratio while the other algorithms have almost the same dropping ratios.
This dropping behavior of tasks is expected because of the increase in risk level which makes
some tasks unable to support the lowest required security level (i.e. max. security level of the
task is less than the risk level).
When the risk level decreases, see Fig. 3.12(b), no task will be dropped because all admitted
tasks have the required minimum security level. The admitted to arrived ratio for SQV EDF
is close to MIN EDF and higher than the others. This reects the power of adaptability of the
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SQV EDF algorithm to the variation in the risk level.
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3.8.2.4 Mode Change Scheduling
SQV EDF algorithm tries to raise the SQV value of the system to the maximum possible
level. To show this tendency, simulation part (iv) is conducted and Fig. 3.13(a) and 3.13(b)
show the results.
Fig. 3.13(a) shows that when percentage of the available CPU cycles is low, no algorithm
can optimize the admitted tasks because of the lowest available slack. As the slack increases
the algorithms (SQV EDF and optimal) have the ability to raise the SQ values of the tasks.
SQV EDF raises the SQ values using a heuristic measure (SQUR) while the optimal tries all
possible solutions and picks the solution with the largest SQV. The SQV EDF is very close to
optimal as shown in the gure.
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Figure 3.13 SQV vs. Load and CPU utilization
In Fig. 3.13(b), SQV EDF and the optimal solutions are the same up to 60% of the load
where the slack is enough to raise SQ values of the tasks to the highest levels. As the number of
arrived tasks increases, the slack becomes lower and SQV EDF tends to optimize the admitted
tasks which gives close performance to optimal up to 100% of the load where neither SQV EDF
nor optimal has the ability to increase the SQ values because of the lack in CPU free cycles.
In summary, the SQV EDF algorithm performance is very close to the upper bound SQV
and has a SQV value which is less than MAX EDF and RND EDF under overload conditions.
However it has higher success ratio as opposed to MAX EDF and RND EDF which is close
to MIN EDF. This makes the overall performance of SQV EDF better than other baseline
algorithms in all the simulations and close to the optimal.
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3.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, the problem of maximizing security and QoS of the tasks admitted to
an RTES node while maintaining the timing constraint of these tasks is considered. The
problem is formulated as an optimizing problem of the combined security and QoS of the
system (SQV). A new metric (SQV) that jointly considers security and QoS is identied and
used as the optimization metric in the scheduling optimization problem. Then a heuristic
algorithm (SQV EDF) to obtain a polynomial time solution for this optimization problem is
developed. The SQV EDF algorithm works by admitting tasks according to their minimum
utilization. Then, using the available slack, it increases SQ level of the most benecial task
that adds to SQV more than other tasks in the system. In order to evaluate the proposed
algorithm, a wide range of workloads and several system conditions are considered in the
simulation studies.
The proposed algorithm outperforms a number of baseline algorithms in achieving a better
performance of the system considering the SQV and SR of the tasks available to the system.
The algorithm performs very close to MIN EDF algorithm in terms of success ratio which
makes this algorithm appropriate to be used in critical systems where the security and QoS
characteristics of the task permit for optimization.
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CHAPTER 4 Static DAG Allocation in Distributed
Real-Time Systems
4.1 Summary
Heterogeneous distributed real-time systems are continuously evolving to realize many
emerging mission critical applications, e.g., battle eld vision systems. In such systems, there
often exists a tradeo between quality of results and security of task execution while satisfying
real-time constraints. In this chapter, we consider a set of dependent real-time tasks, modeled
as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), with security and QoS requirements for static assignment
and scheduling on a set of heterogeneous sites with the objective of maximizing Total Quality
Value (TQV) of the system. This problem is NP-hard since the basic problem of scheduling a
DAG on multiple processors is NP-hard. We make the following contributions; (i) dene new
metric, TQV, which captures QoS aspects of the DAG and helps in choosing a task in the
task graph, DAG, to increase its QoS level so as to raise system TQV to the best value, (ii)
based on the dened metric, we propose a polynomial time heuristic algorithm to maximize
TQV, and (iii) we evaluate the algorithm through simulation studies by comparing it to base-
line algorithms for variations of synthetic workloads. The proposed algorithm outperforms the
baseline algorithms in all the simulated conditions for fully-connected and shared bus network
topologies.
4.2 Background
Distributed real-time systems have become increasingly evolved in many aspects of our life.
Such systems are widely used in industry and military applications, e.g. factory automation,
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smart power grid and battle eld vision systems [15, 16]. Real-time system is that system
where the correctness of the system does not depend only on the logical results of the com-
putations, but also on the time at which the results are produced [59]. Further when this
system is deployed in an open (public) environment, the exchanged data should be secured
against any modications, replications or even eavesdropping by unintended recipients. Se-
curity infrastructure is assumed to be there to estimate the risk level of using the underlying
network. Therefore real time tasks should meet the security (at least match the risk level) and
deadline constraints. When a deadline is missed the result can be useless or even catastrophic
consequences may happen, e.g. in missile tracking systems.
Consequently, to guarantee that every real-time task will produce acceptable quality re-
sults while meeting the constraints of timing imposed by the system and security imposed by
the environment, eective allocation algorithms should be employed in distributed real-time
systems. The allocation means the assignment of tasks onto processors and then scheduling
tasks on the processors to achieve the system goal.
Based on the idea of imprecise computation introduced by Lin et al. [21], a real time task
consists of two parts: Mandatory part and optional part. If the task has time to complete
both parts the result is said to be precise; whereas the task result is said to be imprecise, if
not all parts are fully completed. Hence the optional part renes the result of the mandatory
part. If the optional part is divided into several portions the level of renement and hence the
level of accuracy is proportional to the number of completed optional portions.
As an example, for a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), in Fig. 2.3, which are
cooperating to monitor a battle eld to localize, detect or recognize specic targets, the tasks
can be allocated to those nodes (UAVs) either before the beginning of the ight or during
the ight when the mission is changed. In this case, the task model of imprecise computation
allows some tasks to run in a lower accuracy level, so that the result accuracy of the mission
is acceptable while timing and security constraints are satised.
In distributed real-time systems, applications usually consist of several tasks, where the
output of a task is used as an input to another task. This imposes precedence constraints
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among the tasks in a form of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) that have an end-to-end deadline.
Tasks in the DAG do not have any individual deadlines rather an end-to-end deadline over
all the tasks in the application that must be met. The task cannot start execution unless it
received all inputs from its immediate precedent tasks in the graph.
Each task in the DAG is assumed to have several optional portions and a mandatory part.
For a task to produce an acceptable accuracy, at least its mandatory part must be completed.
The optional portions rene the result produced by the mandatory part. That is, the accuracy
(QoS) of the result is further increased, if more optional portions of the task are allowed to be
executed. Partially accurate (imprecise) input aects the output of the task and the output
tends to be partially accurate too, even if the task has time to execute all of its optional
parts. More specically, to produce a high quality result of the application (produced by the
cooperation of all tasks), the available processing time should be eectively allotted between
tasks. An application is considered to be feasible if all component tasks have at least completed
execution of their mandatory parts before the application's deadline.
In this chapter, we address the problem of allocation of precedence constrained-tasks to
heterogeneous sites in a distributed security-sensitive system. We consider two types of com-
munication network topologies:
(i) Fully connected   each node has a contention-free communication channel to all other
nodes;
(ii) Shared bus   all nodes share the same channel and contend for using it.
The goal is to nd a feasible allocation of tasks to sites that maximizes the objective value
(i.e., TQV, to be described later). By feasible allocation, we mean to nd a feasible schedule
under a given assignment that meets the constraints of timing, precedence and security; and
maximizes the objective value. The main characteristics of the problem are:
C1. Tasks within an application are communicating with each other during the course of
the mission to achieve the system goal, which in turn forces the precedence relationship
among communicating tasks. The precedence constraints have to be accounted for during
the allocation of tasks to sites.
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C2. Tasks have the ability to run in several QoS levels according to available execution time
on the processor and their available time to deadline.
C3. System deployment area imposes the security constraint where information exchanged
among tasks via the network should be secured in a level that is equal to a pre-estimated
threat level of the deployment area.
C4. The workload (application) has to nish before its deadline with acceptable performance
level.
C5. Sites that are available for executing the given applications are heterogeneous in terms of
processing capabilities. Throughout this chapter we use processor and site interchange-
ably.
C1, C3, C4 and C5 give the characteristics of the task and system models under consideration,
while C2 provides the direction of the objective function. C2 describes tasks abilities to run in a
range of performance levels according to available running time [52], which results in an overall
application performance that is dependent on how the available time is distributed between
the tasks. Some tasks can improve the application performance better than others if they have
used the same available time, this dierence in quality improvements is merely related to the
nature of the processing done by the task and it is beyond the scope of this dissertation. We
call the application performance suggested by C2; Total Quality Value (TQV), then we aim to
maximize TQV by carefully choosing which task will participate more to it, to raise its QoS
level.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The related literature is reviewed in
Section 4.3. Problem statement and the system model are given in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5
the QoS-aware allocation algorithm is discussed. Simulation studies are shown and discussed
in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7 Branch and Bound heuristic algorithm is described. Finally,
Section 4.8 concludes the chapter.
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4.3 Related Work
Many researchers have considered security and QoS requirements when studying resource
management in time critical systems. However they either studied one requirement (e.g.,
[17,19,30,31] studied security dimension and [32,39,60{62] studied QoS dimension), or restrict
their study on single processor system and assuming the tasks are preemptable [33]. For those
who studied QoS and security in distributed systems they assumed the task set is independent
[18,63].
Allocation of applications, modeled as DAGs, on a set of distributed processors has been
extensively studied by the community. Two general methods are used to assign DAGs to dis-
tributed processors. First method is the clustering based, where tasks are clustered according
to some criteria, e.g. in [38] tasks are clustered according to the ratio of the communication
cost to the computation cost of the communicating pairs of tasks. Then assignment to actual
sites is taken place. Second method is the list based assignment where tasks are given priori-
ties according to its importance in the graph. The task with highest priority is considered for
assignment rst. After assignment the scheduling stage is taken place in both assignments.
Non-preemptive scheduling is preferred over preemptive scheduling in many real time systems
for its lower overhead and ability to prevent deadlock [20]. The survey [41] gives a detailed
discussion of DAGs assignment and scheduling on distributed systems.
In [39] the authors used a list assignment policy. They addressed the eect of error in
input to a task in an application modeled as a DAG after partially completed preceded tasks.
They proposed a modied versions of well known algorithms (i.e., EDF, LSTF, and HLF), to
dynamically allocate tasks on a homogeneous distributed real-time system. In this chapter,
we use EDF (EDDF) list assignment policy. We assume in our work the processors (sites) are
heterogeneous and we consider the security constraint of the underlying network.
The problem of o-line allocation of a set of periodic Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) on
a set of heterogeneous sites (processors) is considered. In this chapter, the QoS and security
requirements of the nodes (tasks) along with the security provided by the sites are taken into
account. A task model that provides both aspects is used. A discrete QoS levels as a multiple
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optional parts of the task are considered, making use of imprecise computation idea. In addition
to the QoS and security requirements of the tasks, the communication costs between them are
considered.
Since allocation of DAG workload on multiple processors is an NP-hard problem [64], in its
basic form, an o-line heuristic allocation algorithm of the workload to produce a suboptimal
performance (QoS) of such system is proposed.
To the best of our knowledge this is the rst research that considers allocation of dependent
real-time tasks with QoS and security requirements on heterogeneous processors to maximize
the system QoS while meeting the security constraint of the system and timing constraints of
the applications.
4.4 System Model and Problem Statement
In this section, we give the system and task models; and state the problem along with the
performance measures.
4.4.1 System Model
The system model consists of distributed sites and applications modeled as DAG. The
site model, see Fig. 2.1, consists of a set, M , of heterogeneous processors and Security Threat
Estimator (STE) to monitor the underlying network for any possible security threats. Example
of these sites is the UAVs in the previous application scenario. STE sends warning messages
to the system in the form of risk level, RL, which is varying over time. RL is the security level
the messages should be encoded with to avoid being tampered by a potential eavesdropper in
the underlying network.
The application model, Fig. 4.1, is a periodic DAG. Example of an application is the image
capturing and subsequent processing tasks on UAV board. The DAG represents one or more
combined applications. In a case there is more than one application a comprehensive DAG
can be generated. The comprehensive DAG is generated by integration of the application
DAGs into one larger DAG by including the instances of the application DAGs up to the Least
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(a) Application Model
Figure 4.1 Application Model
Common Multiplier (LCM) of their periods. The method of generating the comprehensive
DAG is described in [38] and we do not present its details, due to the space limitations. A
comprehensive DAG generation includes the addition of a zero execution time entry and exit
nodes if they are not exist and connecting them to existing entry and exit nodes by a zero cost
edges. The system is dened as a tuple G = (V;E;M; T; S;B;D; P ). The details of the tuple
are given below:
 Each vertex v 2 V is a task with a set of security levels and a set of QoS levels as will
be discussed later.
 Ei;j is an edge between vertexes i and j, which represents a precedence relationship,
i.e., vertex j cannot start execution before its parents nish their execution. Further,
Ei;j represents the communication cost per byte of data (time units taken to send a
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byte of data), which is dependent on the available communication channel bandwidth.
If vertexes i and j are assigned to the same site, the communication cost is assumed to
be zero.
 M is the set of heterogeneous processors.
 T is the set of costs Ti;l;m, that represents the computation times of task i 2 V with QoS
level l on site m.
 S is the set of costs Sk;m, which represents the coding/decoding cost of a byte of data in
security level k on site m. The level of security should match the risk level (RL) of the
underlying network at the time t of message transmission (which is assumed to be the
time of message encoding).
 B is the set of data size Bi;j , which represents the data size that needs to be sent from
task i to task j.
 D is the deadline of the DAG which is assumed to be the period.
 P is the period of the DAG.
The DAG contains one entry and one exit nodes. Exit node collects the nal processed data
from previous nodes for further processing, storing on local storage device or sending to a
central server.
4.4.2 Performance Metrics and Measures
The problem can be formally stated as:
"Given a periodic DAG of period P and a set of sites M that are heterogeneous in
terms of processing capabilities. Assign tasks to sites and nd a feasible schedule,
if any, that maximizes the Total QoS Value (TQV) of the system subject to DAG's
deadline, communication channel capacity and security risk of using the channel
(RL)".
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This problem is NP-hard, since the basic allocation of DAG workload on multiple processors
is NP-hard [64] (due to the space limitation, we omit the proof). We propose a heuristic
algorithm (details are discussed in the next section) to solve this problem. We start by dening
some basic parameters that are used in this chapter.
 Normalized QoS. The amount of time available for a task i to run can be expressed
as a range of QoS levels [52] in [1; 2; :::; Li], where 1 and Li are the lowest and highest
levels respectively. Each QoS level, l, is given a weight, W ql ; 0  W ql  1, that reects
its relative importance among other levels. The intuition behind this is that the value
returned from using a QoS level will not always increase linearly with the QoS level.
To capture the importance of any QoS level l for any task i in comparison with other
tasks in the system, a normalized level of the QoS is used (Qli =W
q
l  l=Li).
 Security. Security, in this research, reects the length of the encryption strength that is
used for securing the data. Other security dimensions like condentiality, integrity and
authentication, which can be combined in a security level, is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Assuming a block encryption algorithm is used in the system, each security
level means dierent encryption key length. For example security level one is mapped
to encryption key of 32 bit long and security level two to 64 bit key. The execution
time of the security level increases as the level increases. Security levels of the task i
are in the range [1; 2; : : : ;Ki], where 1 and Ki are the lowest and highest levels for task
i. Security level used to encode any outgoing message on the communication channel
should be equal to RL.
 Earliest Finish Time, EFTi. A task, i, in the DAG can only start execution after it has
received all messages from its immediate predecessors. Since the sites are heterogeneous,
the nish times of the task on dierent sites are dierent. Let ESTi;m denotes task i
earliest start time on site m, AS
(x)
m denotes site m available time to execute a new task
after nishing task x and AS
( x)
m denotes site m available time before arrival of task
x. For a shared channel the channel available time should be taken into consideration.
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Let ACH
(x)
i denotes the channel available time after the message from task x has been
received by task i and ACH
( x)
i denotes the channel available time before receiving
the message from task x. For fully connected sites with enough number of channels to
avoid contention, the channel available time is not considered and can be omitted in the
following equations. Let Compi;m denotes task i computation time on site m, predofi
denotes the parents set of task i that are not assigned to the same site of i and suci
denotes the assigned set of task i children, then:
EFTi = min8m2M
fESTi;m + Compi;mg (4.1)
ESTi;m = maxf max8k2predofifmaxfEFTk; ACH
( k)
i g+ Ek;iBk;ig; AS( i)m g (4.2)
AS(i)m = maxfESTi;m + Compi;m; AS( i)m g (4.3)
ACH
(x)
i = maxfACH( x)i ; EFTxg+ Ex;iBx;i (4.4)
Compi;m = Ti;l;m + Sk;m[
X
o2predofi
Bo;i +
X
w2suci
Bi;w] (4.5)
 Total QoS Value (TQV). TQV is our objective, see Eq. 4.7, which is the total QoS
resulted from assigning and scheduling the given DAGs on the given sites. The inuence
of the QoS level of a task output on its successor task's output tends to be the product
of QoS levels of both tasks. Intuitively, the task cannot produce a high QoS from a low
QoS input. The most a task can do is to improve its input worst-QoS-level where the
improvement cannot be more than the input. The interaction between tasks' dierent
QoS levels can be accommodated by assigning weights to each task's output that has a
precedence relationship with any other task. Finding those weights is beyond the scope
of this dissertation.
Let predi denotes the set of immediate predecessors of task i. Let Ig = fI1g ; I2g ; :::; Idg g
denotes the set of d instances for DAG g. Let Qresdi denotes the total quality achieved
after executing task i of DAG instance d and all of its preceding tasks. Then all total
qualities of the tasks are calculated starting from the entry task as given in Eq. 4.6. For
any instance d of any DAG g the Qresde at the exit node e gives the QoS value returned
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by this particular instance.
Qresdi = Q
c
i min
j2predi
Qresdj ; 8i 2 Idg (4.6)
where Qci is the current normalized QoS level of task i and Qres
d
1 (for entry node) is Q
c
1.
Let App denotes the set of all DAGs in the system. Then the system TQV is the sum of
instance's QoS values in the comprehensive DAG.
TQV =
X
d2Ig
Qresde ; 8g 2 App (4.7)
For the DAG in Fig. 4.1, TQV = minfQ1 Q2; Q1 Q3g Q4 Q5.
 QoS-Degree per Computation time, QTCd. It is the ratio of the lowest normalized
QoS level to the average computation times of task i QoS levels multiplied by the number
of successors. A task with a higher QTCd will, most likely, provide the system with more
QoS, because it aects more dependent tasks or/and has more room for improving its
QoS.
QTCdi =
Q1i
AVG(E Qli)
di; 1  l  Li (4.8)
where Q1i is the rst normalized QoS level, di is node's i number of outgoing edges and
E Qli is the execution time of QoS level l on fastest site (number 1).
 Success Ratio (SR). It is important to guarantee as many applications as possible.
One of the system performance measures is SR, which is the ratio of the admitted number
to the total number of applications.
4.4.3 MINLP Formulation
The problem at hand can be formulated as a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP).
For the set of sitesM ; Ei;j is the cost of transfer one unit of data (byte) on the communication
channel between tasks i and j, Sk denotes the computation time of security for one unit of
data on site k, and fk denotes the computation speed factor of site k. For the set of tasks  ;
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E Qqi denotes the computation time of QoS level q for task i, Bi;j is the amount of data units
to be sent between task i and j, P is the period of the comprehensive DAG. QLi denotes the
number of QoS levels for task i. D is the set of edges in the comprehensive DAG. si0 is the
start time of application's instance that task i belongs to, while si is the start time of task i
in the comprehensive DAG. di is the deadline of the application's instance that task i belongs
to. App denotes all applications in the comprehensive DAG, Ig = fI1g ; I2g ; :::; Idg g denotes all
instances of the application g and  h denotes all possible paths in the application instance h
from entry node to exit node.
pi;j is a binary variable that is one if task i precedes task j on the same site otherwise it
is zero. Vi;k;j;l is a binary variable that is one if task i allocated to site k and task j to site l,
otherwise it is zero. yj;k is a binary variable that is one if task j allocated to site k, otherwise
it is zero. xqi is a binary variable that is one if QoS level q is chosen.
The MINLP is given in Fig. 4.2 which is based on the ILP in [65]. The objective function
maximizes the min of the quality values (product of normalized QoS levels of all tasks along
a particular path) at the exit node, follows from Eq. 4.7. Constraints (1) and (2) are for
the starting time of the tasks. Constraint (3) is for the deadline of the tasks in a DAG.
Constraints (4) and (5) are satised when either task i preceded task j on the same site or
vice versa to ensure that there is no overlapping between tasks on the same site. Constraints
(6) and (7) satised if and only if one QoS level is chosen and task i is allocated to only one
site. Constraints (8), (9), (10) and (11) are satised when the tasks are allocated correctly.
4.5 QoS-aware Allocation Heuristic
4.5.1 Application Selection
Originally all tasks are in their lowest QoS level, and all computation times are on the
fastest site. Let Tasksg denotes the set of tasks in the application (DAG) g and Pg denotes
the period of DAG g. Then Ug = (
P
j2Tasksg Tj;1;1)=Pg is the utilization of the DAG g con-
sidering the tasks in their lowest QoS levels and computation times are on the fastest site
(number 1). The applications are sorted in increasing order of the utilizations (Ug). Then
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Figure 4.2 MINLP Formulation of Static DAG Allocation in Distributed
Real-time System
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Input: Application's tasks in reverse topological order.
Output: Application's tasks with computed LFT.
1: for each task i do
2: min( P
3: for each successor s of i do
4: if LFTs   Ts;1;1 < min then
5: min = LFTs   Ts;1;1
6: end if
7: end for
8: LFTi = min
9: end for
Figure 4.3 Latest Finish Time (LFT) calculation assuming tasks are as-
signed on fastest site
the QoS-aware allocation algorithm tries to allocate (discussed in the next subsection) all the
set of applications. If the allocation is not feasible the allocation is tried after removing the
application of greatest utilization and repeating the allocation process. This is repeated till
the allocation is feasible or the set of applications becomes empty. At this point the algorithm
stops and the resulted allocation, if any, along with TQV is returned. It is worth to mention
that for any set of applications, the comprehensive DAG should be built rst.
4.5.2 Tasks Allocation
QoS-aware allocation of the tasks includes three main phases: task selection, site selection
and selection of the appropriate QoS level of each task to maximize TQV.
4.5.2.1 Task Selection
Task is ready for assignment when all of its predecessors are assigned. Then, priorities are
assigned to the ready tasks. The task priority is higher if its Latest Finish Time (LFT) is
lower. LFT for each task is calculated upon arrival of its application using the algorithm in
Fig. 4.3. The highest priority task is assigned rst (ties are randomly broken).
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4.5.2.2 Site Selection
The EFTi (Eq. 4.1) of the selected task i is calculated, and then i is assigned to the site
that makes it nishes earlier. If the underlying communication network is contention free then
the channel available-time (ACH) is omitted.
4.5.2.3 Maximizing TQV
To maximize the TQV, tasks are assigned to the sites considering lowest QoS levels. Then
the TQV maximization scheduling starts.
Therefore we propose EDD LQL algorithm. LQL means Lowest QoS Levels are used during
the assignment phase. In EDD LQL all the tasks QoS are set to the lowest levels.
After the assignment phase, the actual computation times of the tasks are calculated as in
Eq. 4.5, where encoding/decoding of messages are taken care of. The assignment is feasible
if each task's EFT is less than its DAG's instance deadline. Note that we take care of the
starting time (Eq. 4.2) of the task in the site selection step, otherwise it should be checked and
assured to be greater than its DAG's instance start time. Upon feasibility of the allocation,
the TQV maximizing process is started as follows:
Let QTCd sorted denotes the sorted list of tasks in decreasing order of QTCd, see Eq. 4.8.
The QoS adaptation process has two steps:
(i) Pick the rst task in QTCd sorted list,
(ii) For the selected task choose the highest QoS level that does not lead to any deadline
miss. The previous steps are repeated for all the tasks. Then TQV is calculated as in Eq. 4.7
(computeTQV () in Fig. 4.4 denotes the TQV calculation process).
The allocation algorithms pseudocode is given in Fig. 4.4.
4.6 Simulation Studies
To evaluate our algorithm, we create a set of random DAGs that is an input to the al-
gorithm. The same set of DAGs is also an input to two baseline algorithms we used for
performance comparison with our algorithm. The baseline algorithms are also based on EDDF
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Input: All applications (DAGs).
Output: Allocated applications.
1: App[ ] = fall applicationsg
2: while TRUE do
3: Construct the comprehensive DAG
4: max = 0
5: Assign the tasks to sites.
6: Check feasibility and maximize TQV
7: if feasible then
8: max= computeTQV()
9: end if
10: if max=0 AND App!= then
11: App=fAppg-highest utilization application
12: else
13: return
14: end if
15: end while
Figure 4.4 Static DAG Allocation's Algorithm
policy; (i) EDD MIN uses LQL assignment method and (ii) EDD MAX uses HQL assignment
method. No TQV maximization is applied in EDD MIN and EDD MAX.
The random generation of the DAGs is similar to that in [66]. The following parameters
are used to generate each DAG used in our study.
 v: Number of tasks per application. The number of tasks per application is generated
randomly from a uniform distribution with a mean equals to v.
 : The shape parameter of the DAG. The number of levels in the DAG is randomly
generated from a uniform distribution with mean value equals to 
p
v. The number of
tasks per level is randomly generated from a uniform distribution with mean value equals
to
p
v=. The DAG will show more parallelism if  1:0 and less parallelism if  1:0.
Therefore the DAG is balanced if  = 1:0.
 : Sites heterogeneity factor. Each site has a computation factor that is generated
randomly from a uniform distribution with mean value equal to =2. The computation
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factor of a site is the ratio of its computation capability to the highest computation
capability among sites. As  increases the range of computation factor variation increases
and vice versa.
 CCR: Communication to computation ratio. The application (DAG) is considered com-
munication extensive if it has a high CCR and vice versa.
 Number of applications is randomly selected from the set f 2,4,6,8,10 g.
 STA: Number of sites to applications ratio. As STA increases the number of sites
increases. If STA 1:0 then the number of sites considered as innite.
 numQoS: Number of QoS levels. Number of QoS levels is generated for each task from
a uniform distribution with an average equals to numQoS.
 The cost of byte processing by local and remote communication subsystem, and transfer
over the network, TB.
 avgcomp: The average computation time of the application. The tasks computation
times are generated from a uniform distribution with a mean equals to avgcomp. The
average communication cost is calculated as CCR  avgcomp.
 succNum: The number of successors. Each task in the DAG has a number of successors
that is generated from a uniform distribution with an average equals to succNum.
 SF : Computation factor of the security per byte of the message. SF is generated for
each site from a uniform distribution with an average equals to   0:01=2.
 P : Period of the application. Each generated DAG has an end-to-end deadline that is
the same as its period. P is randomly selected from the set f66.67, 50, 40, 33.33g, to
simplify calculations of the LCM (Least Common Multiplier), which is equals to 200 in
this case.
The above input parameters were varied over the following:
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 v = f20; 40; 60; 80; 100g
  = f0:5; 1:0; 2:0g
  = f0:1; 0:25; 0:5; 1:0g
 CCR = f0:1; 0:5; 1:0; 5:0; 10g
 STA = f0:25; 0:5; 1:0; 2:0; 4:0; 10:0g
 numQoS = f5g
 TB = f0:01g
 avgcomp = f5g
 succNum = f1; 4; 5; 10; 50; 100g
Based on the above values, a (10,800) dierent DAGs are generated. For each combination
of the above parameters a DAG with the same average parameters and a random period is
generated 10 times. Therefore we have a total of 108,000 DAGs. We assumed that the security
levels of all tasks are constant and equal to RL. Performance investigation under dynamic
variation in RL is reserved as a future work.
We studied the impacts of several parameters on the performance of the EDD LQL algo-
rithm for contention free (fully connected) and shared channels. Two important parameters
impacts are shown in the following. Further, we studied the impact of the applications rejection
criteria and the system usage by the proposed algorithms.
4.6.1 Impact of CCR
For contention free channels, the performance decreases as CCR increases. Because commu-
nication costs use up most of the time available for admitting the applications, communication
cost is considered as the bottleneck in this case. As the applications becomes communica-
tion extensive (CCR  5), the performance tends to be saturated. But the improvements of
EDD LQL over EDD MAX, Fig. 4.5(a), in TQV and SR tend to increase as CCR increases.
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(b) Improvements for shared channel
Figure 4.5 Improvements in TQV and SR vs. CCR for shared and con-
tention free channels
That is connected to a larger number of accepted applications by EDD LQL as compared
with EDD MAX and the ability of EDD LQL to utilize the available room on sites to increase
DAG's QoS levels.
For shared channel, the performance tends to take a convex shape where the best perfor-
mance is in the interval [0.5, 1]. When CCR is low the algorithms distribute tasks on more
sites, which makes the precedence constraints more eective in reducing the number of ad-
mitted applications and hence low TQV. As CCR increases the eect of precedence constraint
gets lower, because communicating tasks tend to be assigned to same sites. This makes the
algorithms more eective in increasing the TQV and SR. However more increase in CCR limits
any use of parallelism in the applications which again limits the number of admitted appli-
cations and hence a drop in performance. The improvements of EDD LQL over EDD MAX,
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Figure 4.6 Improvements in TQV and SR vs. STA for shared and con-
tention free channels
Fig. 4.5(b), in SR tends to increase as CCR increases up to one. Then the improvement is
saturated due to the xed number of admitted applications. The improvement in TQV takes
a concave shape that declines as CCR increases because most of the time slack in sites is
consumed for communication purposes.
4.6.2 Impact of STA
For contention free channel case, as the number of available sites decreases the improvement
in terms of TQV and SR increases which emphasis the power of our adaptive algorithm when
the resources are scarce. Where as in shared channel case the improvement follows the same
trend except when STA is 0.25. When STA is 0.25 the number of sites is very limited and not
more than two in most of the cases. Hence the room for improvement is not enough to keep
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the same trend.
4.6.3 Impact of the Applications Rejection Criteria
The application with the greatest utilization among the arriving applications is rejected
when the algorithm is not able to admit all of them. This rejection criterion, which is used
in the proposed and baseline algorithms, is considered because the application with greatest
utilization will most likely leave more room on the sites for other applications to be admitted.
Other criteria for applications' rejection could be considered. An application with the lowest
priority is considered for rejection before other higher priority applications. To evaluate the
eectiveness of utilization rejection criterion, a rejection criterion that is based on the quality
per number of application instances is used. An application with the lowest quality-per-
instances value is rejected rst. The same rejection criterion is used for all algorithms where
the applications are assumed to have the same priorities.
Fig. 4.7 shows the performance of the algorithms using utilization rejection criterion and
quality rejection criterion. For the version of the algorithm that uses quality as the rejection
criterion, TQV is appended to the name of the algorithm that uses utilization criterion for
rejection. For SR and TQV the algorithms that are using utilization as a rejection criterion
perform better than when the rejection criterion is based on quality per number of instances of
the application. This performance is expected because the application with the lowest quality-
by-number-of-instances value is not guaranteed to leave enough room for other applications
to be accepted. Quality-by-number-of-instances rejection criterion favors quality over admit-
tance of more applications to the system which is more important in the admittance phase of
applications.
4.6.4 System Usage Study
To study the systems' resources usage by allocated tasks as the average load per site, the
sites usage was logged during the simulation experiment in the previous sub-section. Since
the sites are heterogeneous in computational capabilities, the sites' capabilities needs rstly to
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Figure 4.8 Percentage of site usage in the system vs. STA for contention
free channels
be normalized to the lowest computational capability site. The lowest site in computational
capabilities is assumed to be the site with computation factor of one. Therefore, each site is
multiplied by a weight that equals the reciprocal of its computation factor to get its normalized
computation capability. The number of sites in the system are considered equals to the number
of lowest-computational-capability sites that have the same computational power (capability)
of all other sites. In other words, each site equals reciprocal-of-its-computation-factor lowest
computation factors sites. Then, the sum of normalized system usage is divided by the number
of the sites in the system to get the average system usage per site.
Fig. 4.8 shows the percentage of system usage per site vs. the STA. As the STA increases the
system usage decreases due to availability of resources. The proposed algorithms (EDD LQL
and EDD LTQV) have the highest system usage per site, because these algorithms modify the
tasks computation cost to maximize the TQV of the system. Hence, the ability to utilize more
resources is better than other algorithms.
Although the objective of our work is not to have a fair usage between sites, the system
usage result, under the simulated conditions, shows that there is a merit for improvements.
For other simulations conditions the results may be dierent. Improvements can be in devel-
oping algorithms that provide more fairness usage of the sites and in developing more ecient
algorithms that utilize the unused holes in the tasks schedule in the system.
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4.7 Branch and Bound Heuristic Algorithm
The B&B algorithm can be used to nd a solution to the problem at hand by exploring as
small search space as possible. To optimally allocate tasks of the DAG to the available sites, all
the possibilities should be considered. Therefore a search tree should be used to enumerate all
the solutions and take the optimal (best solution). Fig. 4.9 shows the search tree for assigning
three tasks to two sites where each of the tasks has two QoS levels. An expansion of the node
(Task 1,Site 1,QoS level 1) is shown in the gure. Other nodes have the same expanded set of
nodes.
A B&B algorithm is used to allocate a workload modeled as DAG on a given heterogeneous
sites. The algorithm proceeds in iterations. In each iteration the algorithm processes only one
node in the search tree which initially only contains the root. The iteration has three basic
steps; node selection, branching and bound calculation.
4.7.1 Node Selection and Branching
The algorithm starts on the root node which has a higher bound of TQV that is zero, and
creates its children, which are all possible assignments of the rst level tasks to sites. For
n tasks in a level k to be assigned to m sites, where each task has q QoS levels, a total of
n:m:q possibilities are needed (see Fig. 4.9). Then the application performance, i.e., the TQV,
is calculated under the allocation branch descending from each child. The TQV calculation
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includes the calculation of TQV for the assigned tasks that are already allocated and the tasks
to be allocated, which implies an estimation of the non-assigned-tasks quality improvement.
The creation of children proceeds for the child with highest TQV, because this is the higher
bound of TQV for the allocations descending from this branch. The children that lead to
a non-feasible allocation will be pruned, while newly created children with TQVs less than
highest TQV will be saved in a set of active nodes to be explored if the current branch did not
provide a feasible allocation. This procedure will give the rst solution if one exist, because
it uses exhaustive search to nd it, but guided by the cost calculation algorithm that runs in
polynomial time which will restrict the search space. This is the famous Branch and Bound
(B&B) algorithm. The version that we use in our allocation algorithm is given in Fig. 4.10.
4.7.2 TQV Upper Bound Calculation
The key step in the algorithm is to calculate the upper bound for the allocations descending
from the current vertex, and then to branch from the vertex with highest estimated TQV. The
Critical Path (CP) in a DAG is the set of tasks on a path from entry to exit nodes that incurs
the greatest sum of computations' cost. The number of sites are assumed to be unlimited for
the sake of the non-assigned tasks' allocation. Finish time of the last task on the CP gives the
minimum nish time for the DAG, considering tasks in their highest QoS levels. The TQV is
calculated and considered the upper bound of TQV for a feasible allocations descending from
this vertex. If a leaf node is reached, the calculated TQV is exact. At this point all active
nodes with TQV less than the exact will be pruned. let Compi denotes the computation cost
of task i on its site, see Eq. 4.5. Let ri0 denotes the start time of application's instance that
task i belongs to. The TQV calculation from vertex v (denoted by getTQV (v) in the algorithm
in Fig. 4.10) proceeds in the following steps:
S1. For all tasks in the DAG compute ready times as follows:
 If task i is assigned, then communication cost from preceding tasks j 2 predofi, is
considered, where the cost is zero if both tasks are assigned to the same site. The
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1: Active set A=frootg
2: maxTQV ( getTQV (root)
3: while TRUE do
4: Let V is the vertex of maximum TQV
5: if V is a leaf vertex then
6: Prune all v 6= V 2 A
7: Return V //solution
8: else
9: Generate children of V
10: A = A  fV g
11: for all Children c of V do
12: if getTQV (c) > 0 /*feasible*/ then
13: A = A \ c
14: if c is a leaf vertex then
15: if getTQV (c) > maxTQV then
16: maxTQV = getTQV (c)
17: Prune all v 6= c 2 A
18: Return c //solution
19: else
20: Prune all v 6= c 2 A with TQVv < maxTQV
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if
26: if A is empty then
27: return 0// no solution
28: end if
29: end while
Figure 4.10 Static assignment and scheduling of a DAG in distributed sys-
tem using B&B algorithm
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task ready time is:
ri = maxf max
j2predofi
[rj + Compj + Ej;iBj;i]; ri0g (4.9)
 If task i is not assigned, then the communication cost is not considered. Then task
i ready time is:
ri = max max
j2predofi
[rj + Compj ; ri0] (4.10)
S2. If nish time of the last task on the CP of the DAG or the CP of any applications'
instance is larger than the DAG's deadline or the instance's deadline then return zero
(not feasible). Otherwise increase QoS of the non-assigned tasks sorted in decreasing
order of QTCd value to the possible maximum level.
S3. Calculate TQV for the DAG (comprehensive DAG) as given in Eq.4.7 and call it TQVv.
When exploring a vertex, the starting time and computation cost, for each task i on site
j are logged. The allocation and scheduling of tasks can be obtained by backtracking the
allocations' time slots from the leaf node where actual assignment is done.
The nature of the problem at hand prevents the B&B algorithm to produce the optimal
solution. The problem at hand is non-linear which result in skipping some nodes that may
lead to an optimal solution.
The B&B algorithm simulation results are not presented in this dissertation.
4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, the problem of security and QoS-aware application assignment and schedul-
ing on heterogeneous distributed real-time systems was addressed. A heuristic algorithm to
solve the problem for shared and contention free communication channels was proposed. The
proposed algorithm was evaluated by extensive simulation experiments using wide range of
randomly generated workload. The evaluation showed that the proposed algorithm outper-
formed the baseline algorithms in all cases. For contention free channels the performance
magnitude is higher than that for shared channel case. However the dierence in magnitude is
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not very signicant. A Branch and Bound (B&B) heuristic procedure was described to solve
the problem by exploring only a subset of the solutions space.
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CHAPTER 5 Dynamic DAG Allocation in Distributed
Real-Time Systems
5.1 Summary
We consider, in this chapter, a set of dependent real-time tasks, modeled as Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG), with security and QoS requirements for a dynamic assignment and scheduling
on a set of heterogeneous sites with the objective of maximizing Success Ratio (SR) and Total
Quality Value (TQV) of the system.
Distributed real-time systems with heterogeneous nodes in terms of processing capabilities
are continuously evolving to realize many emerging mission critical applications, e.g., battle
eld vision systems. In such systems, a tradeo exists between quality of results and security
of task execution. In this chapter, the work in Chapter 4 is extended to address the dynamic
assignment and scheduling of dependent tasks with QoS and security requirements on hetero-
geneous system. In particular we make the following contributions; (i) propose two polynomial
time heuristic algorithms to maximize SR and then TQV, (ii) a proof of concept, using simple
experiment on InfoSphere platform, is provided, and (iii) we evaluate the algorithms through
simulation studies by comparing it to baseline algorithms for variations of synthetic workloads.
The proposed algorithms outperform the baseline algorithms in all the simulated conditions
for fully-connected and shared bus network topologies.
5.2 Background
In Chapter 4, the static allocation of dependent tasks with QoS and security requirements
on heterogeneous sites was studied. However the workload in such systems is dynamic in na-
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ture, meaning tasks arrive when there is a service required to be executed and then leave when
that service is done. In this chapter, we extend this work to address the allocation problem
of dynamically arrived precedence constrained-tasks to heterogeneous sites in a distributed
security-sensitive system. In particular; the problem to address the dynamics of tasks is for-
mulated, and then new algorithms that take into account fast allocation of tasks on sites are
developed and the proposed algorithms are evaluated using extensive simulation experiments.
The goal is to nd a feasible allocation of tasks to sites that maximize the guarantee ratio
(number of admitted applications to the total number of arrived applications), and maximizes
the objective value (i.e., TQV, to be described later). By feasible allocation, we mean to nd
a feasible schedule under a given assignment that meets the constraints of timing, precedence
and security.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. the related literature is provided in Sec-
tion 5.3. Problem statement and review of the system model, in [67], are given in Section 5.4.
In Section 5.5 the QoS-aware allocation algorithm is discussed. A proof of concept, using
simple experiment on InfoSphere platform, is provided in Section 5.6. Simulation studies are
shown and discussed in Section 5.7. Finally, Section 5.8 concludes the chapter.
5.3 Related Work
DAG's allocation on a set of distributed processors has been extensively studied by the
research community. There are two general methods to assign DAGs to distributed processors;
clustering based and list based. In the clustering based assignment, tasks are clustered accord-
ing to the ratio of the communication cost to the computation cost of the communicating pairs
of tasks [38]. In the list based assignment, tasks are assigned according to their priorities [39].
The priority of a task reects its important. In both types of assignments the scheduling stage
is taken place after the assignment. The survey [41] gives a detailed discussion of DAG's
assignment and scheduling on distributed systems.
In [39] the authors used a list based assignment policy. They addressed the eect of error
in an input to a task in the DAG after partially completed preceded tasks. They proposed a
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modied versions of well known algorithms to dynamically allocate tasks on a homogeneous
distributed real-time system. In this chapter, EDF (EDDF) list assignment policy is used.
Processors (sites) are assumed to be heterogeneous and the security constraint of the underlying
network is taken into account.
Further, Security and QoS issues have been addressed by many researchers when studying
resource management in time critical systems. Some of the researchers addressed QoS [32,
39, 60, 61]. Others studied security [17, 19, 30, 31]. The researchers who studied both security
and QoS, they either restricted their study on single processor system and assuming the tasks
are preemptable [33], or assumed the tasks are independent when studied distributed systems
[18,63]. Some studied QoS optimization for independent tasks in real-time clusters; to support
the fault tolerance of the system [26] or to produce a fair QoS level between the admitted tasks
and maximize the schedulability [68].
The problem of on-line allocation of a set of periodic Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) on
a set of heterogeneous sites (processors) is addressed. In this chapter, the QoS and security
requirements of the nodes (tasks) along with the security provided by the sites are considered.
A task model that provides both aspects is used. A discrete QoS levels as a multiple optional
parts of the task or multiple versions of the task are used, making use of imprecise computation
idea. In addition to the QoS and security requirements of the tasks, the communication costs
between them are considered.
Since allocation of DAG workload on multiple processors is an NP-hard problem [64], in
its basic form, we propose an on-line heuristic allocation algorithm of the workload to produce
a suboptimal performance (QoS) of such system.
To the best of our knowledge this is the rst research that considers on-line allocation of
dependent real-time tasks with QoS and security requirements on heterogeneous processors
to maximize the system QoS while meeting the security constraint of the system and timing
constraints of the applications.
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5.4 System Model and Problem Statement
In this section, the system and task models; and the performance measures are reviewed
as given in [67]. Then the on-line allocation problem of a set of DAGs on heterogeneous sites
is stated.
5.4.1 System Model
The system model consists of distributed sites and applications modeled as DAG. The site
model, see Fig. 2.1, consists of a set, M , of heterogeneous processors and Security Threat
Estimator (STE) to monitor the underlying network for any possible security threats. STE
sends warning messages to the system in the form of risk level, RL, when it nds any security
breaches in the underlying network. RL is the security level the messages should be encoded
with to avoid being tampered by a potential eavesdropper in the underlying network.
The applications model, Fig. 4.1, is a periodic DAG. Example of an application is the
image capturing and subsequent processing tasks that can take place on sites (e.g., UAV
board). One possible mission of a UAV team is to recognize/detect targets in the battle eld,
Fig. 2.4, where each of the images taken is segmented (using one of many available algorithms)
to several segments then a classication stages (using one of several available methods) are
taken place where results are combined to take a suitable decision which might be slowing or
speeding up the image capturing rate. Details of the application are beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
The DAG represents one application. In case there is more than one application a compre-
hensive DAG can be generated. The comprehensive DAG is generated by integration of the
application DAGs into one larger DAG by including the instances of the application DAGs
up to the double of Least Common Multiplier (LCM) of their periods plus largest period of
the DAGs [54]. The method of generating the comprehensive DAG is described in [38] and
we do not present its details, due to the space limitations. A comprehensive DAG generation
includes the addition of a zero execution time entry and exit nodes if they are not exist and
connecting them to existing entry and exit nodes by a zero cost edges. The system is dened
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as a tuple G = (V;E;M; T; S;B;D; P;A). The details of the tuple are given below:
 Each vertex v 2 V is a task with a set of security levels and a set of QoS levels as will
be discussed later.
 Ei;j is an edge between vertexes i and j, which represents a precedence relationship,
i.e., vertex j cannot start execution before its parents nish their execution. Further,
Ei;j represents the communication cost per byte of data (time units taken to send a
byte of data), which is dependent on the available communication channel bandwidth.
If vertexes i and j are assigned to the same site, the communication cost is assumed to
be zero.
 M is the set of heterogeneous processors.
 T is the set of costs Ti;l;m, that represents the computation times of task i 2 V with QoS
level l on site m.
 S is the set of costs Sk;m, which represents the coding/decoding cost of a byte of data
in security level k on site m. The level of security should match the risk level (RL) of
the underlying network at the time of message transmission (which is assumed to be the
time of message encoding).
 B is the set of data size Bi;j , which represents the data size that needs to be sent from
task i to task j.
 D is the deadline of the DAG which is assumed to be the period.
 P is the period of the DAG.
 A is the arrival time of the application.
The DAG contains one entry and one exit nodes. Exit node collects the nal processed data
from previous nodes for further processing, storing on local storage device or sending to a
central server.
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5.4.2 Performance Metrics and Measures
The problem can be formally stated as:
"Given a periodic DAGs each of period p 2 P , arrival time a 2 A and a set
of sites M that are heterogeneous in terms of processing capabilities. Assign as
many applications as possible to sites and nd a feasible schedule, if any that
maximizes the Total QoS Value (TQV) of the system subject to DAG's deadline,
communication channel capacity and security risk of using the channel (RL))".
This problem is NP-hard, since the basic allocation of DAG workload on multiple processors
is NP-hard [64] (due to the space limitation, we omit the proof). We propose a set of heuristic
algorithms (details are discussed in the next section) to solve this problem. We provide a
denition of basic parameters that are used in this chapter.
 Normalized QoS. The amount of time available for a task i to run can be expressed
as a range of QoS levels [52] in [1; 2; :::; Li], where 1 and Li are the lowest and highest
levels respectively. Each QoS level, l, is given a weight, W ql ; 0  W ql  1, that reects
its relative importance among other levels. The intuition behind this is that the value
returned from using a QoS level will not always increase linearly with the QoS level.
To capture the importance of any QoS level l for any task i in comparison with other
tasks in the system, a normalized level of the QoS is used (Qli =W
q
l  l=Li).
 Security. Security reects the length of the encryption strength that is used for securing
the data. The execution time of the security level increases as the level increases. Security
levels of the task i are in the range [1; 2; : : : ;Ki], where 1 and Ki are the lowest and
highest levels for task i. Security level used to encode any outgoing message on the
communication channel should be equal to RL.
 Earliest Finish Time, EFTi. A task, i, in the DAG can only start execution after it has
received all messages from its immediate predecessors. Since the sites are heterogeneous
and the data volumes sent/received by communicating tasks are not the same, the nish
times of the task on dierent sites are dierent. Let ESTi;m denotes task i earliest start
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time on site m, AS
(x)
m denotes site m available time to execute a new task after nishing
task x and AS
( x)
m denotes site m available time before arrival of task x. For a shared
channel the channel available time should be taken into consideration. Let ACH
(x)
i
denotes the channel available time after the message from task x has been received by
task i and ACH
( x)
i denotes the channel available time before receiving the message
from task x. For fully connected sites with enough number of channels on each link
between sites to avoid contention, the channel available time is not considered and can
be omitted in the following equations. Let Compi;m denotes task i computation time on
site m, predofi denotes the parents set of task i that are not assigned to the same site
of i and suci denotes the set of task i children that are not assigned to the same site of
i, then:
EFTi = min8m2M
fESTi;m + Compi;mg (5.1)
ESTi;m = maxf max8k2predofifmaxfEFTk; ACH
( k)
i g+ Ek;iBk;ig; AS( i)m g (5.2)
AS(i)m = maxfESTi;m + Compi;m; AS( i)m g (5.3)
ACH
(x)
i = maxfACH( x)i ; EFTxg+ Ex;iBx;i (5.4)
Compi;m = Ti;l;m + Sk;m[
X
o2predofi
Bo;i +
X
w2suci
Bi;w] (5.5)
 Total QoS Value (TQV). TQV is our objective, see Eq. 5.7, which is the total QoS
resulted from assigning and scheduling the given DAGs on the given sites. The inuence
of the QoS level of a task output on its successor task's output tends to be the product of
normalized QoS levels of both tasks. Intuitively, the task cannot produce a higher QoS
from a low QoS input. The most a task can do is to improve its input worst-QoS-level
where the improvement cannot be more than the input. The interaction between tasks'
dierent QoS levels can be accommodated by assigning weights to each task's output
that has a precedence relationship with any other task. Finding the weights is beyond
the scope of this research.
Let predi denotes the set of immediate predecessors of task i. Let Ig = fI1g ; I2g ; :::; Idg g
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denotes the set of d instances for DAG g. Let Qresdi denotes the total quality achieved
after executing task i of DAG instance d and all of its preceding tasks. Then all total
qualities of the tasks are calculated starting from the entry task as given in Eq. 5.6. For
any instance d of any DAG g the Qresde at the exit node e gives the QoS value returned
by this particular instance.
Qresdi = Q
c
i min
j2predi
Qresdj ; 8i 2 Idg (5.6)
where Qci is the current normalized QoS level of task i and Qres
d
1 (for entry node) is Q
c
1.
Let App denotes the set of all DAGs in the system. Then the system TQV is the sum of
instance's QoS values in the comprehensive DAG.
TQV =
X
d2Ig
Qresde ; 8g 2 App (5.7)
For the DAG in Fig. 4.1, TQV = minfQ1 Q2; Q1 Q3g Q4 Q5.
 QoS-Degree per Computation time, QTCd. It is the ratio of the lowest normalized
QoS level to the average computation times of task i QoS levels multiplied by the number
of successors and predecessors. A task with a higher QTCd will, most likely, provide the
system with higher QoS, because it aects more dependent tasks or/and has more room
for improving its QoS.
QTCdi =
Q1i
AVG(E Qli)
di; 1  l  Li (5.8)
where Q1i is the rst normalized QoS level, di is node's i number of ingoing and outgoing
edges; and E Qli is the execution time of QoS level l on fastest site (i.e., site 1).
 Success Ratio (SR). It is important to guarantee as many applications as possible.
One of the system performance measures is SR, which is the ratio of the admitted number
to the total number of applications.
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5.5 QoS-aware Allocation Heuristics
Based on the dynamics of the workload, we propose two slightly dierent algorithms to
allocate tasks to sites:
 TQV S S. This algorithm assigns all the application (DAG) instances to the same sites
of the rst instance. Tasks of already assigned applications will not be moved to another
site. This algorithm eliminates task movement cost when already assigned task is moved
to another site.
 TQV S D. All tasks; the assigned and the newly arrived, can be assigned anywhere
without any restrictions. This algorithm is useful when movement of tasks between sites
has no or low cost.
The allocation algorithm has two integrated phases; the admission phase and the allocation
phase.
5.5.1 Application Admission
If more than one application arrived at the same time then the applications are sorted in
increasing order of the utilizations (Ug). Ug = (
P
j2Tg Tj;1;1)=Pg is the utilization of the DAG
g considering the tasks in their lowest QoS levels and computation times are on the fastest
site. Where Tg denotes the set of tasks in the application (DAG) g and Pg denotes the period
of DAG g. Then the admission control module builds a comprehensive DAG (up to 2LCM
+ maxfperiodsg [54] or up to the life time of the application which one is the smallest) that
includes all applications already admitted to the system and the newly arrived applications.
The admission controller then works on the comprehensive DAG and allocates all tasks to sites
as if the sites are free of loads except the running tasks.
Then the controller, after allocating arrived application, checks for any deadline miss. If
there is any deadline miss then the allocation is not feasible. Therefore the admission module
repeats the admission process after removing the application of greatest utilization. This is
repeated till the allocation is feasible. Only the applications left in the list are admitted to
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the system. The list of arrived applications can be empty and hence no application can be
admitted.
5.5.2 Tasks Allocation
QoS-aware allocation of the tasks includes three main phases: task selection, site selection
and selection of the appropriate QoS level of each task to maximize TQV.
5.5.2.1 Task Selection
Task selection phase is the same of our previous work [67]. We repeat the procedure here
for completeness of the discussion. Task is ready for assignment when all of its predecessors
are assigned. Then, priorities are assigned to the ready tasks. The task priority is higher if
its Latest Finish Time (LFT) is lower. LFT for each task is calculated upon arrival of its
application using the algorithm in Fig. 5.1. The highest priority task is assigned rst (ties are
randomly broken).
Input: Application's tasks in reverse topological order.
Output: Application's tasks with computed LFT.
1: for each task i do
2: min( P
3: for each successor s of i do
4: if LFTs   Ts;1;1 < min then
5: min = LFTs   Ts;1;1
6: end if
7: end for
8: LFTi = min
9: end for
Figure 5.1 Latest Finish Time (LFT) calculation assuming tasks are as-
signed on fastest site
5.5.2.2 Site Selection
In this phase, assignment can be one of two types:
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 Already assigned tasks cannot be reassigned to dierent sites and once the rst instance
is assigned for the arrived application(s) other instances take the same assignment.
 All the tasks of already assigned and of the arrived applications are considered as not
assigned and then the assignment is started where each task can be assigned to any site
regardless of its application instance.
In both types, exact security cost can be taken into account which implied recalculating and
rearranging tasks starting and execution times on sites on each task assigning trial.
The EFTi calculation as given in Eq. 5.1 can be implemented using dynamic programming.
However we implemented it accumulatively in two steps; (i) nd computation time of the
current task i, (ii) calculate starting time of the current task i and update site's ready time.
These two steps are given in Fig. 5.2.
Input: Tasks in the assignment order up to current task i.
Output: Application's tasks with computed timings.
1: for each unassigned task i do
2: Sum up all data from/to assigned parents/children on other sites.
3: Add Decoding/Encoding cost of data sum to computation cost of i on its site m.
4: end for
5: for each task i do
6: Find EFTi of i on its site m using Eq. 5.1.
7: Update ASm  EFTi.
8: end for
Figure 5.2 Timings calculation of the applications in the system
If the underlying communication network is contention free then the channel available-time
(ACH) is omitted.
5.5.2.3 Maximizing TQV
To maximize the TQV, tasks are assigned to the sites considering lowest QoS levels. Then
the TQV maximization process starts.
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In all of the proposed algorithms, the tasks QoS are set to the lowest levels, and then the
assignment of tasks to sites is conducted. The assignment is feasible if each task's EFT is
smaller than its DAG's instance deadline. Note that we take care of the starting time (Eq. 5.2)
of the task in the site selection step, otherwise it should be checked and assured to be greater
than its DAG's instance start time. Upon feasibility of the allocation, the TQV maximizing
process is started as follows (the same as in [67]:
Let QTCd sorted denotes the sorted list of tasks in decreasing order of QTCd, see Eq. 5.8.
The QoS adaptation process has two steps:
(i) Pick the rst task in QTCd sorted list,
(ii) For the selected task choose the highest QoS level that does not lead to any deadline
miss. The previous steps are repeated for all the tasks. Then TQV is calculated as in Eq. 5.7
(computeTQV () in Fig. 5.3 denotes the TQV calculation process).
The allocation/admission algorithm pseudocode is given in Fig. 5.3.
5.6 A Proof of Concept on InfoSphere Platform
InfoShpere platform, [2], is a stream processing middleware which is developed and main-
tained by IBM Corporation. Data streams are continuous ows of data [69]. Examples of data
streams include network trac, sensor data and call center records. Stream processing system
is dierent from one query system. One query system is static, where it deals with the data for
one time by sending a query to the system and waits for the response. In streaming system,
on the other hand, the query is composed of repeated queries. Fig. 5.4 shows the dierence
between both concepts.
InfoSphere platform provides tools and built in operators (processing elements; PE) that
help developers to design basic functionalities of their applications. For example, Join operator
correlates contents of several streams based on user criteria. Custom operators can also be
built by user, besides other operators that are available in InfoSphere, e.g., Sort, Filter, Delay,
etc.
To run an application on InfoSphere middleware, one needs to have an account in the
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Input: All applications; admitted and arrived.
Output: Allocated applications.
1: App[ ] = fall arrived applicationsg
2: while TRUE do
3: Construct the comprehensive DAG of admitted and arrived applications
4: max = 0
5: for each task i in the comprehensive DAG do
6: Assign i to the suitable site (According to TQV S S or TQV S D).
7: Use algorithm in Fig. 5.2 to nd computation and starting times of i; and to update
site available time.
8: end for
9: Check feasibility.
10: if feasible then
11: Maximize TQV.
12: max= computeTQV().
13: end if
14: if max=0 AND App!= then
15: App=fAppg-fhighest utilization applicationg
16: else
17: return
18: end if
19: end while
Figure 5.3 Dynamic DAG Allocation's Algorithm
system. After logging in to the system, an instance (autonomous unit that is consists of
several nodes) should be created or a previously created instance should be used to submit
jobs for running on the platform. More details are available from IBM information center [70].
We build a simple application on InfoSphere platform [71] to show how dynamic-adaptation
of QoS helps in improving the schedulability of the system. This application is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The sample application consists of three main tasks: (i) Image Capture that takes images
using a webcam, (ii) Edge Detection has three versions where each one runs an edge detection
algorithm on the received frame. The execution time for high quality version is longer than
for low quality version, (iii) Save Image task saves the received edge-detected frame.
Feedback control is added to the application to control the frame rates by varying the version
used in Edge Detection task through the feedback message that is piggybacked on the image
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(a) Static (b) Streaming system
Figure 5.4 Static Vs. Streaming concept [2]
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Figure 5.5 InfoSphere-target recognition application
frame from Image Capture to Edge Detection task.
Feedback control counts the frames during a two seconds window and compares the number
of frames with a preset threshold. Once the frame rate drift from the threshold, the Feedback
control triggers a ne-tuning loop that modies the version's number sent to Edge Detection
task. Version's number is modied upon receiving the trigger and the frame rate is watched
within a smaller window to respond fast for any unwanted drift from the threshold. Version's
number is increased if the frame rate is greater than the threshold, and decreased if the frame
rate is less than the threshold, and hence the quality is increased or decreased, respectively.
It is not possible in InfoSphere platform to modify the system scheduling algorithm in
order to have full control over resource allocation decisions. However, it is possible to allocate
the operators in an application to specic hosts in the system using the tools provided by
InfoSphere. The user-level allocation decisions are not as eective as a system-level allocation
decisions that can access all the parameters in the system. The InfoSphere system was installed
on four Virtual Machines (VMs) that are running Linux operating system. Then the sample
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application in Fig. 5.5 is submitted to this system. After removing one VM at a time and x
the frame rate threshold accordingly, i.e., decreasing the threshold as the number of VMs is
decreased, the experiment is repeated and averages of the frame rates and the qualities are
taken after capturing 1000 frames for each number of VMs. Three algorithms run the same
application; (i) High Q which keeps the maximum quality of the frame image all the time, (ii)
Low Q keeps the quality of the frame image in its lowest quality so as to keep a higher frame
rate, and (iii) Adaptive algorithm tries to keep the frame rate above the preset threshold by
modifying the versions used and the quality of the result in consequence. Each operator in the
application was allocated to specic host represented by one of the VMs in order to guarantee
the same allocation decisions in the three algorithms.
Fig. 5.6 shows the results from running the described experiment on InfoSphere platform.
Fig. 5.6(a) shows the frame rate (FPS) vs. the number of virtual machines (VMs). The FPS
decreases for the three algorithms as the number of VMs decreases. FPS decreases, due to
less computation capabilities available to the sample application as the number of VMs is
decreased. Adaptive algorithm performs between both of the other algorithms and above the
preset threshold shown on the gure.
High Q dropped below the threshold at two points when the number of VMs is three and
four. High Q algorithm runs highest quality versions of the application with a price of frame
rate drop seen at these points.
On the other hand, Low Q runs applications in low quality versions and hence light load
on the VMs which results in higher FPS.
Fig. 5.6(b) shows the quality (TQV) vs. the number of virtual machines (VMs). Adaptive
algorithm performs better than Low Q and less than High Q algorithm. There are no adapta-
tion capabilities for High Q and Low Q algorithms; therefore their performance keeps the same
value for all points in the gure. Adaptive algorithm tries to reduce the quality to keep the
FPS above the threshold; therefore we see dierent quality on each point in the gure. When
the number of VMs is three, Adaptive algorithm reduces the quality signicantly to keep the
load in the system within its computation capabilities and FPS above the threshold.
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Figure 5.6 InfoSphere experiment results
5.7 Simulation Studies
To evaluate the proposed algorithms, a set of random DAGs that is an input to the algo-
rithms were created. The same set of DAGs is also an input to three baseline algorithms that
are used for performance comparison with the proposed algorithms. The baseline algorithms
are also based on EDDF (Earliest Due Date First) policy:
 MIN S uses lowest QoS level of the task during the assignment phase.
 TQV S also uses lowest QoS level of the task during the assignment phase, but it has a
TQV maximization phase.
 MAX S considers tasks in their highest QoS levels. There is no TQV maximization in
this algorithm as all the tasks are in their highest QoS levels.
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Baseline algorithms do not consider security cost during the assignment phase.
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Figure 5.7 Impact of CCR on TQV and SR for shared and contention free
channels
The random generation of the DAGs is similar to that in [66]. The following parameters
are used to generate each DAG used in our study.
 v: Number of tasks per application. The number of tasks per application is generated
randomly from a uniform distribution with a mean equals to v.
 : The shape parameter of the DAG. The number of levels in the DAG is randomly
generated from a uniform distribution with mean value equals to 
p
v. The number of
tasks per level is randomly generated from a uniform distribution with mean value equals
to
p
v=. The DAG will show more parallelism if  1:0 and less parallelism if  1:0.
Therefore the DAG is balanced if  = 1:0.
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 : Sites homogeneity factor. Each site has a computation factor that is generated
randomly from a uniform distribution in the range f0:1 + ((1   )=jM j)  (m   1),
0:1 + ((1   )=jsitesj)  (m)g, where m 2 M is the number of site. As  decreases,
the range of computation factor variation increases and vice versa.
 CCR: Communication to computation ratio. The application (DAG) is considered com-
munication extensive if it has a high CCR and vice versa.
 Sites: Number of sites. The number of sites represents the maximum number of proces-
sors available to run the available applications.
 numQoS: Number of QoS levels. Number of QoS levels is generated for each task from
a uniform distribution with an average equals to numQoS.
 The cost of byte processing by local and remote communication subsystem, and transfer
over the network, TB.
 avgcomp: The average computation time of the application. The tasks computation
times are generated from a uniform distribution with a mean equals to avgcomp. The
average communication cost is calculated as CCR  avgcomp.
 succNum: The number of successors. Each task in the DAG has a number of successors
that is generated from a uniform distribution with an average equals to succNum.
 SF : Computation factor of the security per byte of the message. SF is generated for
each site by multiplying the computation factor of that site by 0.1.
 P : Period of the application. Each generated DAG has an end-to-end deadline that is
the same as its period. P is randomly selected from the set f66.67, 50, 40, 33.33g, to
simplify calculations of the LCM (Least Common Multiplier), which is equals to 200 in
this case.
 : The inter-arrival time of the applications. The time between successive arrivals of the
applications is drawn from an exponential distribution with a rate equals to .
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The above input parameters were varied over the following:
 v = f3; 4; 6; 8g
  = f0:5; 1:0g
  = f0:1; 0:25; 0:5; 0:75; 1:0g
 CCR = f0:1; 0:5; 1:0g
 Sites = f2; 4; 8; 16; 30g
 numQoS = f5g
 TB = f0:01g
 avgcomp = f2g
 succNum = f3; 4g
  = f10; 50; 100; 200; 500g
Based on the above values, a total of (6,000) dierent DAGs are generated. Based on the
parameter under study, most of the other combinations are used with the same average pa-
rameters and a random period. We allow each generated DAG to arrive to the system 192
times (except when studying CCR, it is 64 times) in series with selected inter-arrival time
apart, and then the DAG departs after executing for LCM time of all the applications (200).
The number of dierent DAGs used is dependent on the parameter under consideration.
We studied the impacts of several parameters on the performance of the two proposed
algorithms as compared to the baseline algorithms for contention free (fully connected sites)
and shared channels. The parameters we studied are:
 CCR. We generated 16 dierent DAGs. Each one is allowed to arrive 64 times. We
xed the inter-arrival time to 10 time units. Thus we have a total of 1024 DAGs for each
of other parameter then the average on all the parameters is taken. This is repeated 20
times.
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 . The same in CCR, but the number of DAGs are 48 each is repeated for 192 times.
Therefore the total is 9216 DAGs and the experiment is repeated 20 times.
 Number of sites. The same as .
 . The same as  but the inter-arrival time, , is varying over its range.
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Figure 5.8 Impact of number of sites on TQV and SR for shared and con-
tention free channels
In all of the simulation experiments, we assumed the security levels of all tasks are constant
and equal to RL, which is assumed to be 1. Performance investigation under dynamic variation
in RL is reserved as a future work.
Fig. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show our study results based on the simulation experiments for
dierent parameters.
The performance trend of all the algorithms is the same for shared and contention free
channels. Performance magnitudes for contention free channels are slightly larger than the
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performance of shared channel due to the cost of data transmitting between tasks incurred in
shared channel case.
In all simulation studies, MAX S algorithm has the lower performance in SR and the highest
in TQV, which is due to the nature of assignment phase of this algorithm. This algorithm
deals with tasks in their highest QoS levels which results in a lower number of admitted tasks,
but a higher TQV as compared to other algorithm.
MIN S has the lowest performance in TQV since tasks are admitted based on lowest QoS
levels and stay on these levels, hence the resulted TQV is the lowest.
TQVS D has the highest performance in SR during almost all experiments. This is due to
the freedom of this algorithm during the assignment phase, where even the previously assigned
tasks can be considered again for a new assignment each time a new application arrives.
5.7.1 Impact of CCR
Fig. 5.7 shows the proposed algorithms performance in terms of SR and TQV as compared
to the baseline algorithms when communication to computation ratio (CCR) varies from 0.1
to 1. Both of the proposed algorithms outperform baseline algorithms in terms of SR, see
Fig. 5.7(d) and 5.7(c). SR decreases as the exchanged data sizes between tasks in arrived
applications increases. The relationship between TQV and SR when the resources are scares
tends to be reversal. Therefore the TQVS D in Fig. 5.7(b) and 5.7(a) tends to be inferior
of the others in terms of TQV while TQVS S performs better than other algorithms except
MAX S where tasks are in their highest QoS levels.
It is shown for single channel network, see Fig. 5.7(d), when CCR equals one that TQVS S
outperforms TQV D in terms of SR. This behavior is due to the fact that as the data size
increases the cost of securing the sent/received data becomes signicantly high that aects
the assignment decision of the tasks. Hence in TQVS S the cost of security (data encryp-
tion/decryption cost) is already accounted for in the assigned tasks (especially the tasks of
second and beyond instances of the application), therefore assignment decision of arrived tasks
will be more accurate in this case as compared to TQVS D that deals with tasks without
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completely considering security cost.
5.7.2 Impact of Number of Sites
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(b) TQV vs. homogeneity for shared channel
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(d) SR vs. homogeneity for shared channel
Figure 5.9 Impact of sites computation homogeneity on TQV and SR for
shared and contention free channels
Fig. 5.8 shows the proposed algorithms performance in terms of SR and TQV when the
number of sites is varied from 2 to 30. The general trend shows that as the number of sites
increases the magnitude of SR and TQV increases for contention free and shared channels net-
works. This behavior is expected since the computational capabilities increase as the number
of sites increases.
In Fig. 5.8(d) and 5.8(c), TQVS S performs the same as MIN S in terms of SR and a little
bit higher than TQV S, because TQVS S uses lowest QoS level of the task during admission
and assignment which is the same as MIN S algorithm. TQV S algorithm uses the same
assignment method as MIN S, however the task to be assigned will not nd the same ready
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times of the sites as in MIN S due to the already running tasks. This and the additive security
cost make the application more susceptible to miss its deadline and hence to be rejected and
explains the dierence in SR.
In Fig. 5.8(a) when the number of sites increases TQVS S, TQVS D and TQV S become
closer and closer to each other due the availability of slack to raise QoS levels of the admitted
applications to the best values. While this is not the case for MAX S because it is already has
the lowest SR and tasks are in their highest QoS levels. In Fig. 5.8(b) although algorithms
are getting closer to each other but not as in contention free case due to the cost needed in
transmitting data in a shared channel.
5.7.3 Impact of Sites Computation-Homogeneity-Factor
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(d) SR vs. inter-arrival time for shared channel
Figure 5.10 Impact of applications inter-arrival times on TQV and SR for
shared and contention free channels
Fig. 5.9 shows the performance of TQVS S and TQVS D in terms of SR and TQV as
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compared to baseline algorithms for shared and contention-free channels. From the gure it is
clear that as the sites become more homogeneous in computation capabilities the performance
magnitude increases.
In Fig. 5.9(c) and 5.9(d) TQVS S and MIN S have the same performance due to admission
and assignment method that considers tasks in lowest QoS levels and better than TQV S for
the same reason given in Subsection 5.7.2.
In Fig. 5.9(a) the performance of TQVS S, TQV S and TQVS D is getting closer as the
slack of increasing QoS levels becomes larger as sites becomes more homogeneous. This is not
the case for shared channel because we still have the bottleneck of communications between
tasks due to single communication channel, see Fig. 5.9(b).
5.7.4 Impact of Inter-arrival Time
Fig. 5.10 shows our algorithms performance in terms of SR and TQV as compared to
baseline algorithms for shared and contention-free channels when the inter-arrival time is varied
from 10 to 500. Fig. 5.10(c) and 5.10(d) show that as the inter-arrival time between applications
increases SR increases. In Fig. 5.10(c) TQVS S and TQVS D are getting closer as the inter-
arrival increases because almost when each application arrives it nds the system empty hence
both algorithms behaves the same. For MIN S and TQV S the performance is the same starting
from 50, where the two algorithms nd almost the same conditions of the sites load. MIN S
and TQV S perform bellow TQVS S and TQVS D.
In Fig. 5.10(d) TQVS S, TQVS D, TQV S and MIN S are getting closer despite that
TQV S and MIN S assignment method does not take security into consideration and this is
because the main factor here is the communication cost that is constrained by the shared
channel availability. MAX S still performs less than all the algorithms because it uses the
highest QoS levels of the tasks during assignment which makes rejection highly likely to occur
during the rst phases due to communication tightness and to sites overloading.
Fig. 5.10(a) and 5.10(b) show that as inter-arrival time increases TQV decreases, because
the number of tasks in the system in time unit decreases. As the inter-arrival time increases
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all algorithms, except MIN S, tends to have the same performance because all of them nd
almost the same slack in the sites to increase their QoS levels to an amount close to MAX S.
In summary TQVS D algorithm performs better than other algorithms in almost all the
simulation experiment. To use this algorithm one should take into consideration that this
algorithm might incur more cost to move tasks from site to site depending on the type of tasks
under consideration. TQVS S performs below TQVS D and sometimes the same as some of
the baseline algorithms, however it can be used in all cases where there is no need to move
tasks from sites after assignment, which eliminates the tasks movement cost.
5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, the problem of dynamic assignment-and-scheduling of security and QoS-
aware application on heterogeneous distributed real-time systems is addressed. Two heuristic
algorithms to solve the problem for shared and contention free communication channels are
proposed. The proposed algorithms are evaluated by extensive simulation experiments us-
ing wide range of randomly generated workload. The evaluation showed that the proposed
algorithms outperformed the baseline algorithms in all cases.
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
Secure exchange of data in security sensitive real-time systems has to be guaranteed in
a timely fashion. The existence of QoS (accuracy) and security-aware applications, that are
based on and leveraged from the imprecise computation paradigm, creates a tradeo between
these requirements on one hand and accuracy on the other hand. Types of QoS and security-
aware applications range from simple independent tasks to a task graph modeled as Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) with dependency and precedence relationships. The primary focus of
this research has been on scheduling of the tasks in a given system (uniprocessor or distributed
system) to maximize system schedulability while maintaining acceptable QoS. In this regard,
the scheduling goal for uniprocessor system is to maximize security and QoS of the system.
In heterogeneous distributed real-time system the goal of scheduling is to maximize the QoS
while satisfying the system constraints. Our main contributions can be succinctly stated as
follows:
(1) Uniprocessor dynamic scheduling problem of independent tasks with QoS and security
requirements to maximize the combined QoS and security level was studied.
 The problem was formulated as a MILP and proved to be NP-hard.
 A heuristic scheduling algorithm (SQV EDF) to maximize SQV (combined Security
and QoS Value) was proposed.
 Evaluations using an extensive simulation experiments showed that SQV EDF out-
performed a set of baseline algorithms. For a special case where tasks are preempt-
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able and have the same arrival times, SQV EDF performance was close to optimal
solution.
(2) Static allocation of task graphs modeled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) with QoS
and security requirements in heterogeneous distributed system problem was addressed
and studied.
 The problem was formulated as a MINLP.
 A centralized heuristic algorithm (EDD LQL) for static allocation with the goal of
maximizing TQV of the system was proposed.
 The algorithm was evaluated using extensive simulation studies for shared and con-
tention free communication channels. Evaluations showed that EDD LQL algorithm
outperformed a set of baseline algorithms in most of the cases.
(3) Dynamic allocation of task graphs modeled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) with QoS
and security requirements in heterogeneous distributed system problem was addressed
and studied.
 The problem was formulated and formally stated.
 As the problem is NP-hard, two heuristic algorithms were proposed to solve this
problem; TQVS S and TQVS D.
 Evaluation of the proposed algorithms using an extensive simulation experiments
showed that the proposed algorithms outperformed a set of baseline algorithms.
(4) An experimental evaluation to validate the simulation results for some of the concepts in
this research was given.
 InfoSphere platform (by IBM Corporation) was used to validate the eectiveness of
some of the concepts used in this dissertation. InfoSphere middleware was installed
on a set of virtual machines.
 A sample application that runs edge detection algorithm on captured frames and
then save the frames to the local disk was implemented.
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 An adaptive algorithm was designed to keep the frame rate of the images above a
threshold utilizing the QoS-awareness of the application.
 Comparison of the adaptive algorithm with other algorithms that do not adapt to
uctuations in system load showed the eectiveness of the adaptive algorithm to
keep the system frame rate above the threshold. This was achieved by degrading
QoS of some of the frames when it is needed.
6.2 Future Work
The proposed work in this dissertation does open up several directions for future research.
Future research can take any of several dimensions used in the proposed work, i.e., workload
nature, system type (real-time or non-real-time), system design objective and constraints that
should be met in the system.
 In system objective dimension, relaxing the constraint of meeting a hard deadline and
consider minimizing the tardiness of the system, opens up a direct extension to this
research.
 Applying the concept of imprecise computation for tasks in general purpose systems
can improve performance guarantees for real-time applications including QoS and data
security.
 Integration of multiple security properties such as condentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability into system model in this research introduces a ne tuning capability to the
performance of the whole system.
 For distributed system part, security can also be optimized along with QoS. This might
be achieved by giving a new formulation of the problem and introducing new performance
metrics.
 Dening new metrics that consider variations of data sizes according to QoS levels that
directly aects the communication cost produces a new dimension for this research.
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 Integration of communication channels characteristics into this work produce a deep
renement of the channel abstract level assumed throughout this work and hence help
developers to produce applications with more system awareness and considerations.
 Other goals and/or constraints such as fault tolerance and energy consumption of the
system can be included along with security and QoS considered in this work, which
produce an interesting optimization problems.
 Real-world implementation of the algorithms developed in this research in a fully con-
trollable system (installed on virtual machines and its scheduler can be modied) will
provide more insight into the solutions and validate the simulation results.
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